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1 have receniy been reading ·0··β
the addresses and discussions at tne laei
meeting of the United States Association
r SMITH,
of Holstein Breeders of America, held a
Syracuse. One enthusiastic breeder of
Attorney at Law,
Holsteins, speaking of the lurploi bulI·
MAINE.
xiKWAY,
that breeders may have, said:
Collections a Specialty.
Block.
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Hur
atds of our surplus bulls are sold eac
year to persous who are engaged to
icK A PARK.
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breeding up their herds. Thi· practice
1
has heretofore received the approval ol a
Attorneys at Lav.
large portion of our membership, but 1
MAIMS.
KTHSL,
believe it should be dUcouraged. We
EUer· C. Park
a J i'«on ϊ· HeiTlck.
could better afford to spend muw a
year to veal these creature·, and if 1
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could control I would not let a pnrebred
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the sledge ran How
Ό
I
I land: to the right of the team
Once' or twice
Jean.
ran
wheu Crolsset glanced back
bis eyes met those of the engineer. He
cracked his whip and smiled, and
Howland's teeth gleamed back coldly
In reply. A mutual understanding
flaebed between Lbem in these glances,
in a sudden spurt Howland knew that

I
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j

Repairing,

cou°t'j,f** I
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Licensed Taxidermist.
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HILLS,

would
have gone on?" be questioned tensely.
"To be sure, m'seur," retorted Croisât, still smiling. "Yoa warned me to
lose no tlme-tbat something would
happen If I did."
With a quick movement Howland
drew his revolver and leveled it at
the Frenchman's heart.
"If you ever prayed to those blessed
*If ι had not stopped yon

CHAPTER XIL

Stoves,

Ranges.

ings

hy JAMES OLIVER.
^

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.

and

mile uway. sheltered In a dip of th·
plain, were three or four log buildings rising black and desolate out of
the whit· waste. One of these build-

-Tie, ft

A long-felt want ia «applied by Prof.
L. H. Pimmel of the Iowa College in hi·
treetiie on "Weed· of tbe Perm and
Garden." Weed· are plants that farmers don't wish to grow, but that they
certainly should know, and this book is
especially designed to meet tbe needs of
the farmer east of the Missouri River,
devoting its chief attention to the comI mon weeds of this section.
Tbe cost of weeds to the farmer every
year has been estimated to amount to
a hundred
million dollars. Probably
I this is an exaggeration. If the weed»
didn't do the damage something else
would. 1'rof. Pammel thinks from some
I HXperimentH of his own that their injury to the corn crop of Iowa alone

amounts to 18,000,000 or 19,000,000 ever>
year.
Now it is possible that thin
#9,000,000, like the $100,000,000, is not
convertible into cash; but we venture to
desert that any farmer can collect bit.
share of it, who will rigorously aupprea»
the weeds on his farm. Quite a prize,
isn't it, even on a small farm? A direct
I
reward of labor, too—no question of
the Frenchman could quickly put disprice fluctuations or market opportuni- tance between them, but not a distance
ty. Tbe good farmer bas been fighting
could not cover in the
weeds since the dawn of history, and has that his bullets
found bis account in it; but, like the space of a breath. He had made up
poor, they stay with us and will until bis mind to fire, deliberately and with
the end of the world. A man of science his greatest skill, if Croisset made the
can breed better grain, but to exterslightest movement towurd escape. If
"
minate weeds it is necessary to breed
NORWAY, ME.
he was compelled to kill or wound his
»«*! RLIKK,
til
\ow I ask all reasonable men *ho better men.
he could still go on alone
JUf read this to say whether this man (I
Weeds are injurious becaaee they eat companiou
μ®. * Hour·—» to 1ί—1 to 5.
know him not) did not express about a. tbe children's bread. They are perfect- with the dogs, for the trail of Meleese
an
much foolishness when he «aid what he ly
good in tbeir places, and some are and Jackpine would be as plain
Ol even beautiful. An artist would admire their own, which they were following
did as often tind. it· way in print
what better use are purebred *nim»1· the fields of daisies and buttercups we back into the south.
than to «rade up the common, or no iaw tbe other day not ten miles from
Me.
"Mon Dieu, but you are a strange
:i Main St., Norway,
ipecial breed of animal·, and encourage Albany. He would doubtless say, "Let man!" exclaimed the Frenchman when
til animal raisers to breed better animal
ihem stay; they add to the picture^quedown to a walk
than heretofore for the purposes for tiess of "the landscape." But there in he brought the dogs
which they are intended? What would nothing in them for the farmer, who is after u half mile run. "Blessed saints,
are laughing, anil I swear
the condition of our dairies to-daj not
engaged in growing scenery. Dan in'seur, you
îad not pure bred sires been used to Jetions also are beautiful, and city peo- it's no laughing matter."
trade them up? Where would the bee ple call wild carrots queen's lace and ad"Shouldn't u man be happy when he
producers in this country be had no mire tbe orange hawkweed. Farmer* is
going to his wedding. Jean?" puffed
and
shorthorn, Poll Angus, Hereford
themselves have been heard to say a Ilowland. gasping to get back the
Lead
s
of
Κ
the
on
used
Pipe
\..
it her beef bred bulls been
food word for French weed and wild
be had lost
Texan and range cattle of the weai.l mustard. Some weeds have even been breath
and Iron.
"But not when he's going to bis fu
baa
have
would
not
This government
iignified by admission to the circle of
wj Beef Trust to tight or keep under
iseful plants. Foxglove yields digitalis; nerul. m'seur."
"If I were one of your blessed Ralnts
:ontrol. Where would this
'îenbane, hyoscyamine; jimson weed,
η the mutton and wool busmess had no
often finds its way into I'd hit you over the head with a thunchicory
iaturin;
I
J. WALDO
,ure bred sires been sold from the itud
soffee, and dandelion leaves make a derbolt. Croleset Good Lord, what
locks to grade up the common flocks oi wholesome salad.
The trouble with sort of a heart have you got inside of
hecountr)? Had not the breeders of weeds is not that they are good for
Up there where
your Jacket man?
-.ure bred swine sold boars to; the owner>
lothing, but that they are too vigorous,
the sweetest little girl
rasorback or half wild hog. of rheir unbounded energy make· them we're going >1»
Temp's Street, rear Masonic Block,
in the whole world. I love her. She
his country less thau a century ag I, meruies.
where would our pork supply come
loves me. Why shouldn't I be happy
than
rather
of
a
is
It
NORWAY.
energy
question
Telephone Connection.
rom? Lastly, where would the K™»
ength of life. Weeds are annual, bi- now that 1 know I'm going to see her
lolstein Breeder.'
ennial and perennial; they reproduce by again very soou—and take her back
membership of upward of 4,500, be
I, leeds, by roots, by bulblets; they are Into the south with me?"
had had to depend wbol y upon lispersed by wind, water, animals, man.
"The devil!" grunted Jean.
°ther?
to
each
bull,
their
surplu.
lelling
rhe point is that tbey get there, and
the I,
"Perhaps you're Jealous, Crolsset,"
been
have
would
few
sales
ilighty
hat they make it very hard for anything
Howland. "Great Scott! I
nevitable result.
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
>lse to stay. They are not particular suggested
(.|tl·
I have handled a few pure bred cattle iow they travel. Sometimes they arrive hadn't thought of thatP
η ν self (not Boletem») and .omo purer η a
"I've got one of my own to love,
consignment of nursery stock; wool
sheep. 1 have done .ome import-I >ften carries them, manure still more m'seur. and I wouldn't trade her for
breed
The yellow sorrel explodes, all else in the world."
ng and have been on hundreds of
, requently.
farms to .tudy the business of breed-1, he outer coat of the seed
separating and
"I can't understand you," cried the
uz,«o I don't talk altogether without ! he seed being forced out of the pod like
engineer. "You appear to be half hut now ledge.
My experience ha« been , ihot from a pop-gun. The needle-grass
man; you say you're in love, and yet
hat when a farmer buys apure bre I
creeps, dandelion· and thiatlea fly, and so
rather risk your life than help
*s·
you'd
uale and unes him on common
awarm
or
another
, >n.
they
One way
Meleese and me. What the deuce
out
ind sees his colts, calves, lambs, pig· l· tcross the continent,
come
many having
MAINE.
knd chickens, be gets enthused, andibe l· 'rom Europe and spread from the Atlantic does it mean?'
vauts a pure bred female or more than l·
'That's what I'm doing, m'seur—
Annual weeds seem to
;o the Pacific.
the result «hat the breeders oi lave a better chance to adapt themhelping Meleese. I would have done
h.ve
and
herd.
flocks
ure bred or stud
ielves than perennial. "It ia remark- her a greater service if I bad killed
h»1*1»®
Thus it i.
new customer
»ble," says Prof. Pammel, "how rapidly you back there on the trail and stripof
^hu
great
industries
livestock
.real
European weeds have spread in parts of ped your body for those things that
Tbou
v.rom nwealth i« being built up.
South America. In the neighborhood
'«ud, of email flocks and herds of pure >f Buenos Ayres are to be found bur would be foul enough to oat it.it Is1
have told you a dozèn times that
ii quickly absorbed.
>red regi>tered animal. are ft'"ud *
jlover, its allies, and a composite which
die. and you
£.■»> Relief at Once.
• ver
this country where th®re
in
Cali- God's Justice that you
las also become noted a* a pest
It cleanse», soothes,
.ardly a score of them twenty five years fornia; C'ynara canlunculus covers the are going to die very soon, m'seur."
heals aud protects
,ίο and thousands of profitable ma e
"No. I'm not going to die. Jean. I'm
The European
miles.
for
pampas
the dise-taea mem.
lair γ herds and beef herds are profitable
rye-grass, going to see Meleese, and she's going
;raaaea, like the
perennial
a
bran» resulting from
o-day where they were running at
•quirrel grass and other wild barleys back Into tbe south with me. and if
in
Cau.-rh aud drive·
O.S. with the .heriff or the poorhouse
bave rapidly taken the place of the nayou're real good you may have the
of
all
1
„Kht less than half a century ago,
away a Cold in the
tive grasses. The interesting observathe
pleasure of driving us back to the
Η ta<l quickly. Kewhich can be traced right back to
tion has been made in South America
and you can be my
«tores the Sctiseaof
uractice this speaker condemns.
.1
ind Australia that indigenous (native) Wdkusko^rolsset,
i .i e and Smell. Full siz·* 50 cts., ut DrugI
best man at the wedding. What do
The horse business of this country
out
have
been
crowded
by
closely
plants
guts ur by mad. Ια liquid form, T5 ceutsJ Deit>g thus changed, as farmers are
related European species." Weeds have you say to that?"
Ly ll.-otaers, 5(5 Warren Street, New York. ιι,ΐΐ their ewe-necked, cat-boned mares followed tbe pathway of commerce
"That you are mad or a fool," retorted
and
coach
draft,
carriage
u. pure bred
Crusaders Jean, cracking his whip viciously.
The
world.
the
ibout
»iallions. Go int our e»*»ero oUy hor.e
The dogs swung sharply from the
brought several from Asia to Europe,
markets to-day and you will find a large such as the horse
radish, mustard or trail, heading from their southerly
whc»8e
horse.
of
good
very
percentage
charlock and hemp; and they have acthe northwest
or
Be a Chauffeur
or
great-grandmother. companied the march of civilization like course into
Automobile bngincer.
"We will save a day by doing this."
were mustangs
running wild on the rata and other parasites. Europe bas
Crolsset at the other's
to
men
Good pure bred .tai I
western ranges.
We nee<l
ilso been paid back in kind. Orange explained
train. In three week», lions were turned there with them. and
word of inquiry. "We will hit
sharp
as a garden
introduced
was
hawkweed
Easy
tor positions paving i'Jrt to $30 weekly.
ϋ
milee west of
the offspring so surprised the
now
Uower in 1318. escaped from cultivation the other trail twenty
work, short hours. Beet Spring position»
five years of sue- these half wild mare* that more and bet
sa t Garage work,
a weed between 1860 and
here, while by following back to
became
ind
PORTLAND ΛΙΤΟ CO.. 1er stallions were used, and now in many
f..
Write n.w
1875, and baa been sowing wild oats ever where they turned we would travel
I'urtland, Maine.
ο.*. p»tur. <h»t .«
iince.
fdxty miles to reach the same point
be
can
ing mustang, thirty year, ago
Prof. Pammel wiaely devotee much That one chance in a hundred which
,een pure bred I'ercheron.,
E. \V. C
space to the extermination of weeds,
have depends on this, m'seur. If
i»r Belgian., and »ome coach and car
treatment for a number of spe- you
giving
a..oc.aa
of
the other sledge has passed"—
Think
great
riage
cial sorts, and bis descriptions of the
Ile shrugged his shoulders and starttl,.n of breeders shutting it. door, an
more common varieties will be found
valine lurplu. bulls! The breeder, of
ed the doge into a trot
of pure bred stock have pro.•1
furnish DOORS una WINDOWS of any | aU
"Look here!" cried Howlabd, runSl-s or Stvla at reasonable price·.
,, .red
a* a
Animal and Dairy Husbandry.
rule, and .ome have grown
beside him. "Who is with this
ning
wealthy, uot altogether by selling »urMaine needs more live-stock and bet- (\thar
i)!us stock to fellow breeder., but by ter live-stock. The natural reaourcee of
"Tboee who tried to kill you on the
rtrst selling pure bred registered males tbe soil demand tbat livestock be kept
trail and at the coyote, m'eeur," he
If lr want of any kind of Finish for Inside oi to common farmer, at nommai prices
an the iaod if it is to be maintained in
Pine Cuni
answered quickly.
ttuut :o work, send In your order».
thus making for th.mse ves a future its
highest state of fertility. History
jtr \u i 3 hi a χ to· on hand Cheap toi Crnan.
Rowland fell half a dozen paces bemarket at more advanced price·. The Che world over shows that after the soil
tendency of all things American is to bas been depleted, it Is brought back to hind. His heart leaped with Joyou^
and Job
on the
broadeu out, not contract, and no
s high state of cultivation quicker by hope, and he leaned forward
ciation can live in it. shell like an oyster
animals upon it than in any ■ledge to examine Crolsset's empty
Sale.
keeping
for
Matched Pine Sheathing
and long exist.—C. D. Smead, V. b.,
and Croisother way.
pun. It wus an automatic,
Tribune Farmer.
I The demand for breeding stock, dairy set, glancing back over the loping
E. W.
products, and meats has never been backs of the huskies, caught him smilMaine*»»i Sumner.
Maine's Outlook lor Better Fruit. greater than to-day. With a continued
ran more frequently now.
resulting in a ing. He
Never before baa there been such an increase of
distances, and with the
and
longer
and
diversified
iutensitied
more
agriinterest In fruit growing in Maine aa at
mile his determinaA- O.
each
of
is
bound
to
increase,
the
demand
of
passing
culture,
tbe preseut time. From every section
of Maine to tion to strike a decisive blow increas15 veirs expert Watch- the state inquiries come asking for in- and it behooves the farmers
more care
ed. If they reached the trail of Me·
formation along the line» of orchard prepare for it now by using
maker with
in breeding and In general leese and Jackpine before the crossrenovation, spraying, méthode of prun- ful methods
Kennard it Co., Boston.
of the animals.
ing, topworking, nuraery atock, setting management
ing of the second sledge he would lln
It may not be possible for every farm
of new orchards, varieties for home Λι»,
wait for his old enemies. If they
In
it it poscommercial orcharding, amall fruit cul- er to have pure bred stock but
"All Work
had
preceded them be would pursue
but
for bveryone to use nothing
ture, and other kindred topics too num- sible
them In camp. In either
Guaranteed.
Such an awakening pure bred sires and to grade up the and surprise
erous to mention.
of bis animals. It makes no case bo would possess an overwhelmon fruit culture is a good omen of what quality
difference what class of live stook you ing advantage.
A little out of the way will aurely follow.
an abund- are interested in, be it boraes, cattle,
of
beet
have
the
soil,
Wa
With the same calculating attention
but it pays to walk.
or swine; there is a chance for imance of well located farma, and our lead- sbeep
to detnil that he would have shown in
in
all.
them
of plane for the build«ΕΤΙ*, WATCHES. CLOCKS ing varieties are unaurpaaaed for quality, provement
We are sending out of the state yearly the arrangement
color, size, and attractive appearance.
a tunnel or a bridge, be drew
of
AND JEWELRY.
horses
ing
of
for
western
dollars
thousands
What ia needed moat ia an educational
Whk >ptometrlat Fermenter, Norway, Me.
raised in Maine. They a mental map of hie scheme and its
movement that ahall apread to every that ougbt to be
be better suited possibilities. There would be at lepet
farm home in the atate; a movement would cost far less and
two men with the sledge and possl
that ahall produce a finished product to our needs.
Dairy cows of known producing quali- bly three. If they surrendered at the
and not the wormy, acabby, and altoto learn Auto driving and repairing.
selling for ihore to-day than ever
of his rifle without a fight btunsightly fruit that haa been ties areand
Beat gether
the supply does not meet the point
Thorough mechanical trainicg.
forced upon the market In yeara paat. before
would
compel Jean to tie them up with
a
bas
can
We
j The result would be tbe placing on our demand. Beef oattle growing
Sprtig position· will open soon.
traces while be held them under
of
dog
the
animal
free.
in
industry
double your aalary. Particulars
markets of a better and more finished place to-day
to offer
Our meat markets are sup- cover. If they made a move
our state.
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product of which Maine could well be
western
the
from
states, resistance he would shoot With the
plied largely
4 >4 4ô<J Pure St., Portland, Me. proud.
Hf
Up-to-date methods should be and
of the oattle are raised under automatic be could kill or wound the
applied in our orchard management. moremany
favorable conditions than those in three before they could reach their
There are thousands of orchards in tbe
state.
state that would pay big dividends if th· this
rlfies, which would undoubtedly be on
There is no state In the east better
same methods were employed that are
The situation had now
the
sledge.
to sheep husbandry tban Maine.
need in other linea of business. Good adapted
be no longer
Between Portland and Beaton.
raised five times as many reached a point where
If
Maine
at
be
can
In
Maine
land
bought
orchard
Into consideration what these
Pare one wnjr |1.Ί·1· Boaad Trip IJ.OO a very reasonable price. We have a hogs as at present she would not supply took
own people.
men might be to Meleese.
borne market unetpelled by any other ber
Stearaabip» BAY STATE and RAN- section
Maine Is noted for her aweet cream
one of tbe
As they continued into the northand
the
of
country
SOM B. PULLER leave Franklin Wharf,
New England. west Howland noted that the thicker
markets
throughout
for
produot
foreign
finest
porta
shipping
Portland, week days at 7 P. m. Sundays
Why should we hesi- Large quantities of butter and cheesc forest was gradually clearing into wide
at our very door.
3 P. M.
are annually bought from other states.
tate?
of small bansklan pine and that
for developing the dairy areas
Day trips to Boston, Tuesday, ThursMore orchard· will receive attention Opportunity
the rock ridges and dense swamps
has
never
been
better.
What
business
ever
day and Saturday, 7 A. M.
than
this season Id New England
progress were
which had Impeded
As a result more and better ever line of live stock or dairy husban
numerous. An hour beless
of
Maine
the
farmers
tbej
becoming
markets
follow,
dry
Into
our
Its way
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, dally fruit will find
should remember that the market foi fore noon, after a tedious climb to the
in place of this fancy packed fruit of our
*t 7 p. m.
first quality xproducts baa never beet
top of a frozen ridge, Orolsset pointed
western
neighbors.
Day trips to Portland, leave India
Tbe Ne« England Fruit Show, the fully supplied.
down into a vast level plain lying beWharf Monday, Wednesday and Priday,
State Pomologioal Exhibit, tbe Portland
tween them and other great ridges far
9 A. M.
the
One way to improve a dairy berd ii tc
Corn and Fruit Exposition, and
the north.
to
Through tickets on sale at principal many exhibits at our state, county and replace its cows with their daughter) ,
"That Is a bit of the barren landi
from advanced regis
railroad stations.
local fairs will all help in this great edu- by pure-bred bulla
dams. If these substitutes are them
that creeps down between those moun
cational movement. Join the ranks and try
J. P. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Farm selves bred to pedigree bulls with dis tains off there, m'seur," he said. "Dc
Maine
tbe
boom
apple.—Turf,
Portland, Me.
help
tingulshed ancestry, the next generatloi 1 you see that black forest that lookf
and Hone.
of cows will show a striking advana
like a charred log in the snow to tb«
beyond the average of their grandams south and west of the mountains!
Δη experiment waa carried on at tbe
of Along this simple line, any dalrymai |
Wisconsin station as to the effect
That la the break that leads Into the
Salt wai can develop a highly profitable herd
on cows.
salt
of
lack
and
aalt
for the right kind of bnlli ι country of the Athabaaco. Somewhen
prices
High
Everybody to save their RAGS, RUBa
for
oows
long
kept away from some
between this point and that we wll
Mai
BERS AND MKTALS for me.
a con- are the chief obstacles In his way, ant I
time—a number of months—and
can be easily overcome by neigh
these
the tralL Hon Dieu, I had hall
strike
which,
orders promptly attended to. I also bnj dition of low vitality ensued
borhood co-operation In porchaslof
to see them oat there on thi |
at some length, resulted
expected
continued
when
N.
NORMAN
KLAIN,
Poultry.
When salt wai sires.—Breeders' Gazette.
breakdown.
plain."
a
in
general
Bo* 817, Norway, Maine.
&-lyr.
recovered at
"Who? Mfeleese and Jackpine, or"again supplied titetn, they
Telephone Connection.
The U. S. Government and the Stati >
It waa observed that the time of
once.
"No; the others, m'aeur. Shall w<
the time ol Agricultural Colleges put out bulletin
breaking down oame about
dinner here?"
have
this telling of the healthfulness of skim milk
calving, and the best cowe showed
"Not until we hit the trail." replied
In
New
York
it
Is
most
the
t
law
city
against
tendency
Howland. "I'm anxious to know about
sell It. Confcstent, Isn't It? Sspeclall;
and fir. For aale
that one chance In a hundred you've
m
the
nse
milk
In
uf
skins
the
ι
oltle
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No, lime is not good fo* potatoes: , would reduce the
A. KENNEY,
surplus that demoral given me hope ot Crolaset If thaj
soab. So doe· too much stabW

Hardware,

fiercely.

CHAPTER XIII.

are ahead of us yea might
well stand out there and let
me put a bullet through you, m'seur."
□e went to the bead of tbe dogs,
guiding them down tbe rough side of
the ridge, while Howlond steadied the
In a small
toboggan from behind.
open space free of bush Croisset's
voice rose sharply and the team

they

"If

just

us

stopped.

"What do you think of it, m'seur?"
he cried, pointing to the snow. "What
do you think of that?"
Barely cutting into the edge of the
open was the broken crust of two

sledge trails. Crolsset bad fallen on
his kneea in the trail.
"The crust is freshly broken," he
huid after α moment
"They have
been gone not less than two or three
See
hours, perhaps since morning.
this white glistening surface over tin·
first trail, m'seur. like a billion needle
points growing out of it? That is the
work of three or four days' cold. The

passed that long ago."
Howland turned and picked up Cresset's rifle. The Frenchman watched
him as he slipped a clip full of cartridges into the breech.
first sledge

"If there's α snack of cold stuff in
the pack dig It out," he commanded.
"We'll eat δη the run if you've got

grandmothers
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"The devU! An empty cartridge!"
Howland exclaimed. "I forgot to load

after those three shots at the cup. It s
coming this time, Jean!"
Purposely he snapped the second

empty cartridge.
"The great God!"
"M'eeur"—

gasped

Jean.

deep in the forest came the
of the Mackenzie hound. This
time it was much nearer, and for a
moment Howland's eyes left the
Frenchman's terrified face as he turned
From

baying

his head to listen.

"They

are

coming!" exclaimed Crois-

"M'seur. I swear to"Again Howland's pistol covered his
heart
"Then it is even more necessary tuat
I kill you," he said, with frightful
calmness. "I warned you that I would
get.

kill you If you led me into a trap.
Croisset. The dogs are bushed. There
Is no way out of this but to fight
there are people coming down the

trail. Listen to that!"
This time, from still' noarer, came
the shout of η man and then of another. followed by the huskies' sharp
yelping as they started afresh on the

But here"—
cried
will hear the shots,
"The post is no more than a
Jean
gunshot beyond the forest, and there
are plenty there who would come out
it.

Ely's Cream Balm

Ren Wanted.

a

in the sunlight.
"There is nothing to do but flgbt, ne
repeated, even more calmly than before. "If we were a mile or two baik
there It could all happen as I planned

!

br*®(_

the sound of

trail. The flush of excitement that had
come into Howland's face paled until
he stood as white as the Frenchman.
But It was not the whiteness of fear.
His eyes were like blue steel flashing

"e, wûh

HAY FEVER

gleam or Till light?.

Ν a single breath the face of
no
Jean
Crois set became
more than a mask of what it
had been. The taunting smile
left his lips and a gray pallor spread
over his face as he saw Howland's flnger crooked firmly on the trigger of
hie revolver. In another Instant there
came

"They

~e €

Κ.
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*
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anything to eat. If you haven't we'll
go hungry. We're going to overtake
that sledge some time this afternoon
or tonight—or bust!"
"The saints be blessed, then we are
most certain to bust, m'seur!" gasped
Jean. "And if we don't the dogs will.

Non. It la Impossible!"
"Is there anything to eat?"
"A morsel of cold meat; that is all.
But I say that it is impossible. That

sledge"—

Howland Interrupted him with

an

Impatient gesture.

"And I say that If there is anything
to eat in there get it out and be quick
about it, Crolsset. We're going to overtake those precious friends of yours,
and I warn you that if you make any
attempt to lose time something unpleasant Is going to happen. Under-

stand r
Jean had bent to unstrap one end of
the sledge pack and an angry flash
leaped Into his eyes at the threatening
For a
voice.
tone of the
moment be seemed on the point of
but caught himself and In si-

engineer's

speech,

lence divided the small chunk of meat
which ho drew from the pack, giving
the larger share to Howland as he
went to the head of the dogs. Only
once or twice during the next hour did
be look back, and after each of these
glances he redoubled his efforts at
urging on the huskies. Before they
had come to the edge of the black
bansklan forest which Jean had point
ed out from the farther side of the

plain

Howland snw that the pace we*

telling on the team. The leader wns
trailing lame, and now and then the
whole pack would settle back in their
traces, to be urged on again b.v the
fierce clicking of Crolsset's long whip
To add to his own discomfiture How
land found that he could no| longer
keep up with Jean and the dogs, and
with his weight added to the sledK'the huskies settled down to a tugging
walk.
Thus they came into the deep, low
forest, and Jean, apparently oblivious
of the exhaustion of both man nu'.l
dogs, walked now In advance of thr
team, his eyes constantly on the thin
trail ahead. At last the engineer jump
ed from the sledge and overtook hi*

companion.

"Hold on. Jean Γ be cried. "I'v«·
got enough. Tou're right, and I want
We're busted—that is.
to apologize.
the dogs and I are busted—and wc
might as well give it up until we've
had a feed. What do you say?"

Ί say that you have stopped jost lr
time, m'seur," replied Crolsset witL
purring softness. "Another half hour
and we would have been through the
forest, and just beyond that—in the
edge of the plain—are those whom you
seek, Meleese and her people. That is

what I started to tell you back there
when you shot me up. Mon Dieu, if
It were not for Meleese I would let

And then—what would
go on.
happen then, m'seur, if you made your
visit to them in broad day? ListenI"
Jean lifted a warning hand. Faintly
there came to them through the forest
the distant baying of a hound.
"That is one of our dogs from the
Mackenzie country," he went on softly,
an Insinuating trlumpfe in hla low
voice.
"Now, m'seur, that I have
brought you here what are you going
to do? Shall we go on and take dinner
with those who are going to kill you,
Eh.
or will you wait a few hours?
which shall it be?"
For a moment Howland stood motionless, stunned by the Frenchman's
words. Quickly he recovered himself.
His eyes burned with a metallic gleam
m they met the half taunt la GrolsMt'a
cool emJle.

you

/

to see what it means. Quick, m seur
follow me! Possibly they are hunters
going out to the trap lines. If it comes
to the worst""What then7' demanded Howland.
"You can shoot me a little later,
temporized the Frenchman, with a
Mon Dieu,
show of his old coolness.
I
I am afraid of that gun, m'seur.
will get you out of this if I can. V\ 1·
m· the chance, or will you

JoU 5v·
h"l

will shoot- If you fall." replied the

barely

was

a

large

structure

eimllai

to that in which Howland had beeu
Imprisoned, and as he looked a team
and sledge appeared from behind one
of the cabins and baited close to the
wall of the largo bulldlDg. The driver
was plainly visible, and to Howland's
astonishment he suddenly began to
ascend the side of this wall. For the
moment flowland had not thought of

stair.
Jean's attitude drew his ejes. The
Frenchman had thrust himself half
out of the screening bushes and waj
staring through the telescope of bis
hands. With an exclamation be turned quickly to the engineer.
"Look, m'seur! Do you see that man
climbing the stair? I don't mind tell-

a

one who hit you
the bead on the trail and also
one of those who shut you up in the
coyote. Those are his quarters at the
post, and possibly he is going up to
If you were much of η
see Meleese.
could settle a score or two
shot

ing you that be is the
over

the

NORWAY,

VaS* CATARRH

we

saints of yours do it now. Jean Crolsjet. I'm going to kill you!" be cried

"red
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words out of his

the
mouth when Croisset sprang to the
head of the dogs, seized the leader by
his neck trace and half dragged be
team and sledge through the thick
A dozen
bush that edged the trail.
were

paces farther on the dense scrub open
ed Into the clearer run of the low
banging baneklau through which Jean
started at a slow trot, with Howland

yard behind him and the huskies
following with human-like cleverness
lu the ilnuous twlstlngs of the trail

a

which the Frenchman marked out for
them. They bad progressed not more
than 800 yards when there came to
ihem for a third time the hallooiug of
With a sharp "bup-bup and
a voice.
a low crack of his whip Jean stopped

you

from here, m'seur."
The figure had stopped, evidently on
a platform midway up the side of the
building. lie stood for a moment as If
scanning the plain between him and
the mountain, then disappeared. Howland had not spoken a word, but ev-

ery nerve in his body tingled strangely.
"You say Meleese—Is there?" he
questioned hesitatingly. "And he-

who is that man, Crolsset?"
Jean shrugged his shoulders and
drew himself back into the bush, turning leisurely toward the old cabin.
"Non, m'seur. I will not tell you
that" he protested. "I have brought
you to this place. I have pointed out
to you the stair that leads to the room
where you will find Meleese. You may
cut me Into ribbons for the ravens, bul

I will tell you no more!"
Agnln the threatening fire leaped Into
Howland's eyes.
"I will trouble you to put your hands
behind your back. Croi."»et." he commanded. "I am going to return a certain compliment of years by tying
your hands with this piece of babeesh.
which you used on me. After that"—
"And after that, m'seur"— urged
Jean, with a touch of the old taunt in

his voice and stopping with his back
to the engineer and his hands behind
him. "After that?"
"You will tell me all that I want to

know," finished Ilowland, tightening
the thong about his wrists.

He led the way then to the cabin
The door was closed, but opened readily as he put his weight against It. Tinsingle room was lighted by a window

through which α mass of suow had
drifted, and contained nothing mor··
than a rude table built against oue of
the log walls, three supply boxes thai
had evidently been employed as stoois
cracked and rust eaten sheet
and
iron stove that had from all appear
lie
ances long
passed Into disuse
motioned the Frenchman to a seat at
Without a word
one end of the table.
a

be theu went outside, securely toggled
the leading dog, and returning. closcd
the door and soated himself at (luend of the table opposite .lean.
The light from the open window fell
full on Crolsset's dark face and shone
in a silvery streak aloug the top of
Howlaud's revolver as the muzzle of

it rested casually ou a line with the
other's breast There was a menacing
click as the engineer drew back the
hammer.
"Now, my dear Jeun, we're ready to

be welcomed and given a good supper.
And yet at the same time 1 kuow thut
my life wouldn't be worth u rod copper
You can clear up
if I did go down.
the whole business, uud thut's what
you're going to do. When 1 under
stand why I am scheduled to be mut
dered on sight I won't be hundlcapped
So go nbead uud spiel.
as I now am.
If you don't I'll blow your head off.
"You muy shoot, m'seur." Jean said
quietly. "I have sworn on a cross of
the Virgin to tell you no more than 1

mowing heavily," he affirmed. "If
they do not run across our trail by

THE PENNIES.

—eh, my dear Jean?"
Cross!et shrugged bis shoulders without speaking.
"See here, Crolsset," said Howlntid
with sudden earnestness, "I'm almost

On the way to school ooe day BUI
the tiueet toy pistol, and It was
|ust exactly the klud that be wanted.

people, and farther south."
"But you murder people for pastime

tempted

take a chance with you
Will you go down to the post tonight
in some way gain access to Melee>·
and give her a message from me'.'"
"And the message—what wot:Id I.
to

be?"

"It would bring Meleese up
cabin—tonight."

"Are you sure, m'seur?"
"I am certain that It would.

you

to

thl

Will

goΓ

"Non, m'seur."

"The devil take you!" cried How
"If I was not certain
land angrily.
that I would need you later I'd gut
rote you where you sit."
He rose and went to the old stove
It was still capable of holding flic,
and as it liad grown too dark outside
for the smoke to be observed from the
post he proceeded to prepare u supper
of hot coffee and meat. Jean watched
him in silence, and not nntll food ami
drink were on the table did the engl

himself break silence.
"Of course I'm η t going to feeii
you," he said curtly, "so I'll have l>
free your hands. But be careful."
lie placed his revolver on the ta' !<
beside him after he had freed OroN
neer

set.
"I might assassinate you with
fork," chuckled the Frenchman softly
his black eyes laughing over his «■·.
fee cup. "I drink your health, m'seur.

SSTm
ir

Qog jy |too4 tftrobblaf

was

and upon
told that it

10 cents.
"Ten cents," he thought to himself.
"Where shall 1 ever get the 10 cents?
Mother needs all the money that she
has, so 1 can't ask her for IL"
That afternoon be ran an errand for
one of the neighbors, and she gave
him 3 cents.
The next duy he bought six newspapers with the money and sold all of
was

them.
As his mother was In rather straitened circumstances 6 cents seemed
quite α large sum to the boy. It was
very seldom that he had a penny to
s()end for toys or candy.
Each time on the way to and from
school he stopi>ed to look at the pistol. IIow ho longed to possess itl
lie really felt as If he had never
wanted anything as badly as that toy
pistol, and he still lacked 4 cents to

bay

It
Bis mother had given him a nice
red apple to take to school for lunch,
but be sold It to one of the boys for a

penny.
That afternoon while bunting for
the cord of his top he saw three penales in the sideboard drawer.
Here was his opportunity; Just what
be needed to mako the 10 ceots.
Then he thought, "No, indeed," and
shut the drawer with α bang. But in

KJ

_

It all to come? Those at the post are
happy beeause they believe that you
You will not be happy until
are dead.
they are dead. And Meleese—how
will all this bring happiness to her?
I tell you that I am ns deep In trouble

you, M'seur Howland."
lie drank, his eyes darkening gloomily. In that moment there flashed
into Ilowland's ntlnd u memory of the
battle that Jean had fought for hltr.
on the Great North trail.
"You nearly killed one of them—that
night—at Prince Albert." lie said slowas

understand why you
then and won't help me
now. But you did. And you're afraid
to go down there"—
"Until I have regrowu a beard." In
terrupted Jean with a low. chucklla;:
laugh. "You would not be the mil»
one to die If they saw me again ill.··
this. But that is enough, m'seur. 1

ly.

"I

a

can't

fought for

me

will say no more."
With another length of buboes!
Howland tied his companion's leg»;
"I'm goiug to investigate^ little." b>

explained.

A few minutes later, after he lute·
made his prisoner as comfortable a*
possible in the cabin. Howland went
Bgaln through the fringe of scrub busb
Below bin;
to the edge of the ridge.
the plain was lost In the gloom of tin
night He could see nothing of the
buildings at the post but two or tlimelights gleaming faintly through tin

himself thnt his every move whs to bo
cool and calculating one; that notb
Ing—not even his crent love—should
urge blm beyond that reason which

ι
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minute he opened It aguln and put
the three pennies In his pocket.
Then he started to buy the coveted

a

pletoL
A

little

voice

Inside

of

him

"Say, look here. Kill, you have

to take that

money."

'Oh, yee I

have,"

Bill

no

said,
right

answered.

"Didn't I tlnd It Γ
"No, you didn'L

Tou Just took It,
Go put k
and that'll pluin stealing.
back," the voice said.
But Bill paid no attention and, starting to whistle, kept on bis way to the

shop.

he reached the shop and
the ten pennies on the counter.
At last the pistol whs really bis; but,
somehow, he did not feel as happy
about having it us he thought be would

Finally

placed

be.

He put It In bis coat (racket
That night bis mother said to blm.
"Bill, post this letter for me and buy a
postal card. You'll Sud the money In

the sideboard drawer."
Bill made u pretense of bunting it.
but, of course, it was not to be found.
After looking for it herself, she en Id:
"Well. I'm sorry, ils this Is a very Im-

portant letter about

a

better position.

hud mude him a master builder Hmon^
men. Λβ he stood with the snow fall·
lug heavily on him he knew thnt his

I'll have tu wait until I'm paid tomorrow before sending It, and I'm
afraid that will be too late."
Then Conscience said to Bill, "Own

It came ou bin vision with a sudden
tbat set his heart leaping. Λ dot
barked abeud of him. so near that be
stopped lu his tracks, and tbeu sodden
ly there shot through tbe snow gloom
the bright gleam of a lamp. Before b<*
bad taken another breatb he was
A cur
aware of what had happened.
tain bad been drawn aside in the
He was almost oo tbe
chaos ahead.

gan to talk.
"Let's tako It away from him." one
«nid.
"AH rlpht" a£Teod I he other».
Then three hendlees Indian bodice

trail wouid be covered before another
duy; that for an indefinite period he up. boy Γ
But be wtis too ashamed to acknowlmight Bufelf wait and wutcb for MeAnd yet edge that he bud used the money and
ieette on the mountain top.
β lowly he descended to the foot of the went off to bed.
It was a long time before he fell
ridge and beaded luto the plain, taklnp
tbe precaution to bury his feet deep in asleep
the snow that he might bave a trail to
Pretty noon he saw perched at the
guide him back to the cabin. There foot of his bed three pennies, which
would be no harm done, and be might grew larger and larger.
get a glimpse of tbe llgbt, of her light
Then the Indian beads on them benees

wails of the post, and the llgbt gleamed from high up, from the bead of tbe
stair.
The one lighted window woe plainly
risible now, its curtain two-thirds
drawn, and as be looked a shadow

passed

over

that time, m'seur, we shall be safe."
He led the way through the forest
•gain, more slowly and with greater
would not profit by killing youcaution then before. Half an hour
Bending of Great Guns.
mused nowland, seat η„
later the Frenchman halted where the just now."
Among tbe problems with which arbanekians climbed the side of a slopmy and navy engineers have to deal
bin chin In the pulm of hl» b""a
is tbat of tho drooping of
ing ridge.
nowudays
at the other.
"If you could trust me I would ask looked across
muzzles
of excessively long guns
tbe
that
a pretty good
to go on ahead," whispered Jean. that's
under tbe stress of their own weight.
mean
and
I'm
despernte
buslne_
"This ridge shuts in the p'cln, m'seur,
have shown that wire
We won't quarrel about the Experiments
and just over the top of It Is an old Crolsset
wound guns of twelve inch caliber and
— x".
cabin which has been abandoned for
fifty feet length droop at tbe muzzle
for le to see Meleeee. Now. how Is
many years. There Is not one chance
about four und a half minutes of arc,
to happen Γ
In a thousand of there being any one that
know" while built up solid guns of the same
"For the life of me I dont know,
there, though It Is a good fox rldge at
size droop about two and a half mln
as thooglb ft
as
Jean
calmly
this season. Prom it yon may see the replied
Differences of temperature in
utes.
the
edgeofhs
not
had
bullet
nipped
the body of tbe gun also cause headlight in Meleese's window at night"
a moment before.
He did pot stop to watch the effect
ings. which may either Increase tbe
one way 1 can see. m'eeur. and that Is
of his last words, but began picking
at tbe muzzle or counteract it.
watch from this mountain droop
and
to
wait
his way up the rldge with the dogs
or under
her dogs. according as it is the upper
out
drives
Meleeee
until
tngglng at his heels. At the top he top
part of the gun that has tbe higher
has her own team and In
She
swung sharply between two huge
temperature. In consequence of these
seasons frequently goes out alon. or
masses of snow covered rook, and In
distortions projectiles on leaving a gun
the
at
women
the
of
poet
with one
the lee of the largest of these, almost
bave a wabbly motion, continuing up
of
Mon Dieu, she ha. had enough
entirely sheltered from the drifts plied
and I doubt If to BOO yards, and probably more.
of
late,
riding
Hedge
ap by easterly winds, they came sud- the will find
pleasure In her dogs for a
denly on a small log bnt
time."
long
Modern Eooentrieity.
I
saved
have
far
my
"Mon Dieu, so
sala
"1 had planned to use jou,
"What an eccentric person young
bide," he grinned. "Now, m'seur, look
"but I've lost faith in you. Duckworth is."
for yourself and see If Jean Oroisstft Howland.
Honestly. Crolsset. I believe you woulu
"I've never noticed It He seems to
has not kept hU word!"
stick me In the back almost as qulcklj
me to be rather a sensible sort at
▲ dosen steps had taken him through
as those murderers down there.
chap."
a screen of shrub to the opposite slope
"Not In the back, m'eeur." am.len
"But be wants to name his baby
of the ridge. With outstretched arm
"1 have
unmoved.
daughter Sarah."—Chicago Becord^Herhe pointed down into the plain, and the Frenchman,
had opportunities to do that Noir ald.
•a Howland's eyes followed it· dlrec·
net
with sudden since that fight back there I do

Intimât^.

shop

loto the

"It's the truth, m'seur." he insisted
"Since that beautiful fight back : lior«
I cannot help but wish you happiness
I drink also to the happiness of Meleese. also to the happiness of those
who tried to kill you on the trail mid
at the coyote. But. mon Dieu, how 1«

you.;;

"J'

stepped

lie

Inquiring the- price

Ing.

e,^

•Î

mw

and wish you happiness."
"You lie!" snapped Howland.
Jean lowered the cup without drl;.!»

it.
Was it a woman's
shadow? The window darkened as
rose to bis feet and went to the j
the figure within came nearer to it
floor. There was still but little enow and Howiand stood with eilncbed
horizon
the
north
the
To
In the air.
hands and wildly beating heart· almost
apwas growing black wit). the
ready to call out softly a name.
a
proach of the northern light. With
Dimly
The shadow disappeared.
nervous laugh he returned ο Je".
Howiand made out the snow covered
"Deuce take It If 1 dont
stair, and be went to it and looked op
he exclaimed.
apologizing to
Tan feet above him the ligbt shone out
hurt?"
"Does your ear
be mounted the stair.
Swiftly
Η
«cratched
I
had
"No more than If
with a thorn," returned Jean politely.
[το se οοϋτίΛυκα]
"You are good with the pistol, m'seur.

y°He

I Ht IHfcrl »

you do down among the Wekueko

as

ne expiiuueu ,
begin tue reui traîne,
"Here we ure. high und dry. uud down darkness.
ID tno.se moments η ciesire innr ««►
there-Just fur enough uwuy to be out
of hearing of this revolver when 1 almost mildness swept over hlui. Sim·»
Bhoot-are those we're going to play his fight with Jean the swift pavsiii;:
against. So fur I've been completely of events hud confined his thoughts t«·
lu the dark. 1 know of no reusun why their one objective—the finding of Me
I shouldn't go down there oi»euly and leese and her |>eople. lie bad assure·!

the dogs.
have."
"The virgin œ praiseu, uui mm. i»
Slowly How land raised hie revolver.
turn
have
luck!" he exclaimed. "They
"Onoe more. Croissot-wlll you tell
ed off Into another trail to the east mer*
m'seur."
♦•Non. m'seur."
Howland had broken the breech of
A deafening explosion filled the little
hl9 revolver and was replacing the cabin.
From the lobe of Jeans ear
three empty cartridges with fresh ones. there ran α red trickle of blood. His
"There will be no mistake next face had gone deathly pale. But even
time," he said, holding out the weap- as the bullet had stung him within an
"You were as near your death a Inch of his brain he had not flinched.
on.
"Will yon tell ine. Croieset?"
few moments ago as ever before In
This time the black pit of the engiyour life, Crolsset—and now for a little plain understanding between us. neer's revolver centered squarely be
Until we stopped out there I hud some tween the French man's eyes.
"Non. m'seur."
faith In you. Now I hare none. I reThe eyes of tin» two men met over
gard you as my worst enemy, and.
though you are deuced near to your the blue stool. With η cry Howland
friends, I tell you that you were never slowlv lowered hla weapon.
bot you'ro α brave man
"Good
In a tighter box in your life. If I fail
In my mission here you shall die. If Jean Croisât!" te cried. "I'd β°°'ιβ'
other* come along thut trail before kill η doren r»·· J that I know thai
dark and run us down Τ will kill you.
Unless you make It possible for me to
see and talk with Meleese I will kill
you. Tour life hangs on my success."
1 am glad that you changed your
mind, m'seur, and I will not tempt you
again. I will do the best that I can,"
said Jean. "Within an hour It win be

"But I wouJd be a fool to trust you.
Isn't that so?"
"Not If I gave you my word. That
Is something we do not break up hen·

I

walked Into tho room, and each head
placed lteelf on η body.
With a wb<>op and a halloa, they
pulled the pillow from under Bill'·
head, and one irrabbed the plstoL
The Indians then b*p:an to dance
their war danre.
They stopped after awhile, and, pulling B1U out of bed. tied him to the
bed poet
This being nroompllebed. one of
Indians stepp:vl hnrk α few paces. raL
ed the gun and flred. and Bill

screanW
\

ed

As he did so be awoke to And him-

lelf on thp floor and his mother trying to help him up.
She had heard him fall out of bed
and had rushed In to aee what the
noise was*.

Then Bill told her about his dream.
saying that was his punishment for
baring taken the three pennies.
At first his mother could not believe
that her son bad done such a thing.
Afterward she talked It over with
him In her kind way, tod BUI waa

truly penitent

Good 8hootlng.
The story below of certain Virginia

mountaineers

wboee

patriotism

waa

only equaled by their marksmanship.
Is one told by C. K. Bolton In the
American Historical Review.
In 1776 500 recruits were needed,
bit many more came forward. And the
commanding officer decided on a shooting match to determine their proAcisncy. A board one foot square, bearing
a chalk outline of a nose, waa nailed
to a tree at a distance of ISO

yards.

Those who came nearest the mart
with a single bullet were to be enlisted. The first forty or fifty men who
shot cut the nose entirely oat of the
board.

Might Be Saved.
▲ Kansas butcher was driving · <se
to his slaughter house when a stranger
stopped him and said: "What are yon
going to do with that cowr *Ta going to kill her," said the batcher. Ώ»
stranger looked the cow over careMly.
"Ob, I don't believe I'd do that If
you feed her up awhile I think s bet)
live."—Kansas Magaxloe,

\
\

^
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fini Baptist Church, Rev. Ο. W. Γ. Hill, pa*tor.
Preaching every 3 an day at 10.-45 a. m.
ATWOOD & FORBES, Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening aervlce
at 7 je.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Bditor* and Proprietor».
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 30.
AU
the IK Sunday of the month at 3:90 p. M.
Α. Ε. FORBES.
tiSOKUE M Α Γ WOOD.
not otbarwtae connected are cordially Invited.
Unlveraallat church, Bev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Miniiter.
Preaching eervloe every Sunday at
Tkkms
«1 JO a yew If paid Urlctly la advance.
00 a year- single copie· 4 cento 10:45 a.M
Otherwise
Alt legal advertisements
ΛίΛ ΚΗΤΜΚΧΚΜΤβ
Mr*. W. A. Barrow· returned recently
are given three consecuUve insertions (or $1 30
General Hoepital
con- from the Centre! Maine
per inch In length of column. Special
well from
tracta made with local, transient and yearly in Lewiaton end is recovering
Mr·. Baradvertisers.
a critical surgical operation.
New type, fast presse·, electric row· reqneata the Democrat to thank
Job Priktiso
low prices ber friends who remembered her with
power, experience·! workmen and
combine to make this department of our busipostal card·, letter· end flower· while
ness complete and popular.
at the hoepital.
On account of the weetber the golf tee
SMtiLE COPIES.
at the lioka waa postponed for one week,
Single copie· of The Democrat are four cento until next Saturday afternoon. The tea
eat h
They will be mailed on recelptof price by
that time by Mr·,
the publishers or for the convenience et patrons will be given at
A
of each l-»ue have been placed on Knickerbocker and Mrs. Jackaon.
copie*
single
:
*alc at the following places In the County
match will alao be included in
putting
Howard's Drug Store.
South Parle,
tbe programme.
ShurtlelTs Drug Store.
Mr·. Walter Allard and children of
Noyes Drug Store.
Norway,
Stoue'· Drug Store.
Maa·., ere gaeat· et W. A.
Cambridge,
Po«tma«ter.
Alfred Cole.
Kuckdeid,
Barrow·'.
Mrs Harlow. Host Office.
Paris Hill.
Mr·. Frank M. Lawrence and «on,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
Maynard, of Cambridge, Maa·., were
gue*te of Mr·. Clejton K. Brook· laat
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
week.
Mi·· Marion Parria, of New York, ar< ha liner· Motor Cars.
laat week and ia occupying tbe
rived
Kly Net·.
•ummer home of the family here.
tireen Tag Sale.
Announcement.
The Miaee* lone and Gertrude Harlow
Become a Depositor.
of D:ztield were gueata of relativea iu
Kve Sight and Insurance.
thin village laat week.
Three Notices of Appointment.
Wanted.
Hon. Prentiaa Cumminga and Miaa
Executor's Sale of Real Estate.
"Polly" Davie· are expected here tbe
Notice.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
preeent week. Mr·. Davie· will come
here a little later.
here and There.
Misa Winifred Willi· of Lewiaton waa
the guest of relative· in the village Satand Sunday.
It is reported that some members of urday
Arrival· at the Habbard House tbe
the Grange—perhaps it would be better
week are:
to say member, for only one is mention- paat
M re. E. G. Abbott and M1m Caroline E. Voae,
ed—have protested against the action of
Portland.
the executive committee of the State
F. M. Drew, Lewiaton.
M ins Marlon Parria, New York.
Grange in urging the support of proMr. and Mr·. C. M. Wleke, Paterson, S. J.
hibition upon the subordinate granges
L. Τ McCurdy, New York.
It is argued that the question of repealKev. G M. P. King, D. D., of Rich
ing or retaining the prohibitory amend- mond,
Va., preached at tbe Baptist
ment is a political question, and the
church on Sunday.
grange should keep entirely out of poliNext Sunday evening at the Baptist
tics. Well, so is taxation a political
church there will be held a temperance
question, but tbe State Grange has taken
to which every one who is interestan active part in shaping tax laws with- rally
ed in a discussion of this most importout the imputation of mixing in politics.
ant question is cordially invited.
So are direct primaries a political quesMrs. Kiddell of California ia a guest at
tion, but State Master Stetson has never
been condemned for advocating the sys- Lyonsden.
Bert Cole bae gone to Poland Spring
tem.
In fact, all questions oo which
to work on the new stone chapel.
men honestly differ, relating to matters
Newton Cumming· made a visit to
of law and government, are political
New Vineyard last week.
questions—though not necessarily party
Miss Georgia Sweitzer of New York is
questions.
a guest at Mra. J. C. Cutnminga'.
Miaa Ella Clark is on a visit to relathe prohibitory tive· in Kumford.
of
The question
amendment, on which we are to vote
The remein· of Mr·. Sarah E. Proctor,
Sept. 11th, is not a political question in formerly of this place, and the mother of
tbe sense of being a party issue. For George H. Proctor, were brought here
years the advocates of repeal have pro- laat Monday for burial in Hillside Cemefessed to want the question submitted to tery. Mra. Proctor died in Chelsea,
the people at a special election, "so as Mass., on the 21st, at tb· age of 66 years.
to take it out of politics." That has
Beginning Augnst 5th the Library will
now been done, and every man bas the be open for the loan of books on Saturright of voting according to bis convic- day evenings, at the regular hour·, durtion· or lack of them. It is true that ing the month of August.
some of tbe advocates of license are tryOn account of tbe rain there was no
ing to crack the party whip, but the dance at Academy Hall laat Friday eveneffort ought to fail.
ing, but there will be one Friday evening of thia week, Aug. 4tb, to which all
are invited.
Admiaaion 25 cents. Good
L»r. bmitn tUKer on rroniDiiiuii.
music.
(Frotn a «rnion i< rear he·! In Portlan·!, Jul? >1.
ami published In the Advance. Chicago
Greenwood.
I have lived in three high license cities
where what is called permission with
who
took advantage of the
Those
regulation under license haa had the good bay weather the first of the month
best possible opportunity to prove its
and secured all the bay possible, just bit
value if it had any, and in each city
the nail squarely on the head, as Noah
drunkenness has increased. It doea not
is said to have done, while others who
do away with dives, pocket-peddling or
let it pass on account of its being unkitchen bar-room*, for in each of these
comfortably warm are now trying to get
high license cities, they were aa com- their hay in this catching weather.
Men who will be
mon as in Portland.
"Make hay while the sun «bines," is a
bypocritea and violate the law under good old truism which some heed while
and
be
will
alao
hypocrites
prohibition,
others don't.
violate it under license. You cannot
The last shower up to date was Wedlicenae an evil without increasing it
nesday afternoon, ending in a perfect
Suppose high license should become the rainbow, though probably not so brillaw in Portland with one saloon to each
liant as the one seen in Noah's day.
one thousand people, or tifty open saAnd the grass fields, which looked so
loons in the city protected by law. That
dry and dead*before the rain, have put
man ia either weak in brain or corrupt
oo a tinge of green and now look as if
in heart who aaya it would not increase
there might be a crop of hay there andrunkenness.
They would be an in- other year. And the bushes
by the roadcreasing temptation to the young, and a side have attained such a growth the
aelf
for
are
who
to
those
struggling
peril
present season as to meet overhead, thus
control. The saloon not only gratifies
making it so much more difficult to eee
those who are really slaves to the habit, the autos when near
by. Our road combut makes new drunkards. It is a
missioners are at fault In not making the
school of vice and a recruiting office of
cutting of bushes beside the roads a part
Satan. I have seen more drunkenness in of their business.
Supposing our next
three months in license cities than in ten
legislature should give them a legal inyears in Portland even under recreant vitation to attend to that line of work,
officers of the law.
also to repair the bridges when they be1 am in favor of prohibition because it
come dangerous to pass over.
of
is
This
Temoves open temptation.
Tbey speak of apples falling from the
re
to
every
unspeakable importance
trees in great numbers, and that is what
men
who
considers
man
young
■pectable
they have been doing here, two-thirds of
coming to a city for employment. Take the
crop at least now lies under some of
reachan
as
illustration,
Street
Congress
the trees, and all in consequence of the
miles
two
for
it
does
as
through
quite
ing
sharp drouth and hot weather.
the city, the great thoroughfare with all
Wishing to learn what the prospect is
kinds of dwellings, stores, shops and for
crops in Minnesota we wrote to our
offices, but a stranger can walk its old schoolmate, Darius 0.
Davis, of
whole length and not see the intimation
Osakix, last week, and in due time reof a saloon. Our boys can travel it ceived a rather doleful
reply. He says
without a temptation; you cannot walk
they have had no rain there except a few
like
a
mile
a
of
one quarter
through
light showers during the whole season,
atreet in any licenae city without a gildwith the result that all the crops there
ed aaloon with all its attractions publicexcept corn were nearly a failure, such
in.
to
come
men
ly inviting young
Mr.
as hay, potatoes and garden truck.
Davis adds that although the drouth has
Note·.
News
Maine
not been quite as severe over the state,
yet he has been unable as yet to buy the
He
first pound of bay for his own use.
In a short time, so the report goes, would like to visit bis native state once
Portland is to have one of the largest
in
view
af
his
but
advanced
more,
age—
abattoirs east of Chicago. It will be born in Hartford 79
years ago—he says
built at East Deering by the Portland it is doubtful about his ever
east
coming
Meat, Packing and Cold Storage Co.
again.
and will be financed by Portland and
Kev. Mr. Raymond of West Paris held
other Maine people. It is planned to a
meeting at the City on Sunday afterbave a capacity of 3000 animals a day,
noon, assisted by Rev. Seth Benson in
and give employment to between 1000 the exercises.
Text, "Come now, and
and 1200 people. It is expected that let us reason
together, saith the Lord.
the work upon the construction of this
Though your «ins be aa scarlet, they
plant will commence next month.
shall be as white as snow; though tbey
Black cats are at a premium in the be red like crimson, they shall be as
wool." Mr.
preached a servicinity of Hinckley and it is believed mon which allRaymond
would do well to rememthat some will have to be imported to
ber and put into practice.
carry out the prescription of a Canaan
While at the City last Sabbath we
doctor. A farmer in the latter town is
saw that 4th of July
baby of the 5th
aaid to be afflicted with shingles and the
doctor has advised bim that the only generation, and be is a fine little kid.
His great great grandparents,
great
cure is to take a black cat skin and wrap
and grandmother were at
around his body. Everyone who owns a grandparents
the meeting. Returning we met Marshal
black cat in that section of Somerset
Whitman and wife on their way home
county hates to part with it for any from a ride and the next
Tuesday she
small sum, and the stray ones, since the
her husband with a boy baby.
doctor gave out his prescription, have presented
A fruitful year for raising kids if not
■ought other quarters.
other crops, and they are nut all reportThe Hew Haven Register prints a let- ed yet.
ter from Prof. A. Q. Derrell of Yale
Oxford.
College, which declares that the proposition to plant and raise oysters in Maine
Baton is holding afterRev.
Samuel
C.
is not feasible. Prof. Derrell says that
services at Mrs. Elliott's cottage
be spent nine summers investigating the noon
of
the on the shore of Lake Thompson.
form and physical condition
H. S. Denning la working on the bunMaine coast, fromCssco Bay to Eastport.
to Mr. Pierce on HerHe was in charge two years of the work galow belonging
and seven sey Hill, where work is progressing
on fish commission vessels
—

—

expeditions from Harvard and
The results were published years
ago some as early as 1874. He declares
that the oyster shells in ancient Indian
shell heaps that have been dug up do not
prove that oysters will live and grow on
the Maine coast now, except in the summer season. He says that he has dredged
and taken temperatures and obeervationa
of over a thousand localities of the
Maine ccast and probably knows it more
thoroughly than any man living.
years
Yale.

on

The lobster was not always ths aristocrat of the breakfast table and the
most costly of delioacies. A man who
used to live in Maine, but now resides
in Ohio has this reminiscence in the
Cleveland Leader: "One day in Cleveliuid I took a friend ont to luncheon and
suddenly the old appetite for lobster
came back to both of as, as we were
both born on the Maine coast. We had
two fnll portions and the bill was 13.
And yet as a boy I have seen my father
standing on the wharf bargaining with a
fisherman for his lobster catch of the
day, and often for 12 I have seea the lobster fisherman turn over to my father
the entire catch and the whole boatload,
250 or 300 big black lobsters, perhaps,
would be dumped on the landing and
taken back on our old farm as feed for
the pigs." The Ooesiper, whose memory
does not ran back nearly as far as that
of the Cleveland man, can recall when
his father, who wae a Caseo bay lobster
fisherman, sold lobsters at the prioe of
five cents saoh, or six for a quarter.
And they were good-sised count lobeters,
all o! them.

fMML

Mr·. Lord, the owner of Proipect
3 ο tel, came to Bethel the first of the
reek to have the insurance upon the
No definite plans for
loose adjusted.
ι «building have been made but meanwhile Mr. King oarea for guests as far as
)ossible in the Elms Annex.
Sunday, Rev. Dr. King of Maaaaohuletts preached at the Methodist cburoh
I η the morning, and In the evening the
] eoture upon India was preceded by an
Uustrated talk particularly to tbe cbll< Iren.
Monday evening be (rave a lecture
| ipon Jerusalem illustrated by tbe stereipticon and spoke at Locke's Mills Uies< lay evening.
Wednesday be delivered
I m illustrated lecture upon Ceylon.
afternoon
Rev. Dr. King gave
Tuesday
, k lecture upon Prohibition In Maine at
( he Universalist church under the ausj >ioes of the W. C. T. U.
Tuesday evening, Rev. Dr. Van Kirk
( jave a lecture upon Browning and gave
, m interpretation of several of his poems.
)r. Van Kirk has been a very devoted
, itudent of Browning's poems and dej ighted bis audience. About twenty-five
rears ago tbe doctor, then a student,
ireacbed at Middle Intervale in the Bapt ist church and be very generously gave
| lis lecture for the benefit of that church.
Wednesday, the Ladies1 Circle of the
] Jniversalist church held their annual
There was a good at! nidsnmmer fair.
endance and a large number partook of
, k most appetizing supper.
Thursday
, ivening an entertainment was held in
< )deon Hall in connection with the fair
vbich was well attended, as also tbe
, lance which followed.
Rev. J. H. Little and family are at
ι heir cottage at Freeport and there will
| >e no services in tbe Universalist church
, intil the first Sunday in September.
Thursday, the Ladies' Club of the
Congregational church were the guests
>f Mrs. J. C. Billings at her cottage on
tango Pond. The day was ideal and
lizteen ladies partook of the picnic dinler, which was abundant and appetizing.
Some of tbe party rowed out for pond
ilies while others strolled through tbe
Tbe
ivoods to visit other cottages.
jsual program was omitted for it was
inanimously voted that the rare treat aforded by the natural xurroundiogs and
:be gracious hospitality of tbe hostess
was sufficient for one day's enjoyment.
Mrs. Clara Howard of South Paris hat*
been the guest of relatives in Bethel
Mrs. B. F. Bradbury, accompanied by
!ier daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
heater Cowan, visited Mr. and Mrs. Jame-

j

son

drag

atore every

Saturday

afternoon.

of the aale are to be nied
for repairs on the Baptlat church.
Edward W. Murdook of Boaton waa
the guest of H. B. Tuell a few daya laat
week.
The

proceed·

government
vicinity.
The

are

annual

aye.
Picnic partiea are mnoh
net now.

(he

a«

Finney.

was

to

our store

August

ist to

making

the transfer.

opportunity to thank the pub-

We take this

ic for their very generous patronage for the
)ast twenty-six years, and solicit a continuance

Norway with the highest recommendations.
Most

j

Lewis-1

exchange.

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

tele-1
j

I

The members of the local ohapter, Ο.
S., gave Mra. Isaao Smith a surprise I
arty and carried a picnic aupper and
njoyed a Rood social time. Mra. Smith
saves this fall for Sanford, where Mr.
mithiia employed aa anperintendent of

cboola.
K. Ji. Prince wanta
a

August.

family

housekeeper,

for

I

of two.

in town
■°™.,ner hon>es and hotels
well filled now, and business about
is good. A large amount of
he
he travel to the station at Fryeburer is

re

Andrews,
Tbe families of Edwin
Horatio Bryant, Mark Allen and Eugene
the
auto
attended
Cole
picnic at Howard's Pond Wednesday.
Samuel Clay and wife of Lincoln
visited last week here with their daughter, Mrs. Roy Kerstead.
Dr. James W. Davis accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Hatfield of Limestone was a guest at Arthur Bessey's

Jake

>y automobile.
Rev. Dr. Eaton,

I

I
I

Your money will be

recently of Rogers, I
Lrk., supplied the pulpit of the Congre· I
national church Sunday morning, and

ESTABLISHED

in this

East Bethel.

from* w"*

Bea°

enterta,D,0S guests

NORWAY

THE

OF

|
I

placed

In

position,
as

shop

West Bethel.
fly, the horrible fly!
Dabbing at nose and mouth and eye
Over the celling, over the meat,
Over all that people eat
Buzzing, tickling, crawling about
Horrible Insect you get out."
"Oh the

August, the eighth month of tbe year.
morning air begins to have a

The

frosty feeling.

Eleioa Coffin is visiting friend*
Berlin, Ν. H.
are
20 cents per dozen, and dairy
Eggs
butter 25 cents per pound.
Pigs are plentiful and cheap, but salt
pork is RtiU 12 cents per pound.
Miss Mildred Eaton returned from her
visit in Lubec Monday.
Miss Jessie Howe of Hanover visited
her friend, Miss Ethel L. Allen, over
Mrs

in

Sunday.

Browofleld.

The Misses Messenger of Lynn are
visiting their sister, Mrs. Herbert
Walker.
Eunice
Miss
Loring of Strong
is spending her vacation at Rev. Mr.

Betsey Durgin has returned from
Conway, Ν Η., where she visited her

East Waterford.

Correct

Good Qualities.

Styles.

DOWN

Wash

are

MAINE

NORWAY,

331-3 Ζ Discount Sale
Former Price

1.60
1,00

$7.50

and

$5

Our

$7 Hat·

now

Bird

TRUST

PARIS TRUST
this place.

COMPANY.

COMPANY was orwas a demand for
It has grown to its

present size because the people in this vicinity
appreciate the need of the bank, and the value
that the bank is to them.

is no one, handling even small
amounts of money, that will not find it a
great convenience to have a check account of
their own. It costs nothing to try it. and you
can stop if you do not like it ; it is all in your

THERE

favor.

neighbor already
account with

has

an

TRUST
PARIS.

COMPANY,

Mowing Machine

44

44

50c
33c

44

10.00
9.00
8.50
6.00

44

44

44

$10.50

»

44

44
44

7.50
6.75
6.37
4.65

This is a Bargain Sale of Broken Lots,
the sizes not being complete.

PLUMMER

J. F.

South Paris

Square

75

Horse

tucker "harness store

CENTS?

call and
line of

buying

James N. Favor,
Main

St.,

Fight

Norway, Main·.

the Bugs

AND SAVE YOUR CROPS.
WE HAVE

Paris Green, Bug Death,

Swift's Poison,
Watson's Soluble Arsenoid,
Devoe & Reynolds' Arsenate
of

Lead,

and

Spraying Pumps

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.
South

Paris, Maine.

some

bargains in

Shirt Waists and Underwear.

DEERING MOWERS,
RAKES AND TEDDERS.
price is right

A. W. WALKER &

greatly reduced prices.

Also

see our

SON,
\

SOUTH PABIS, HAINE.

1

assortment of

a

at

TO CUT HAY WITH.

The

66c

Everything,in Millinery

BUT YOU WANT A

Tone better.

44

MAINE.

AUTO WAGONS ABE ALL BIQHT

] 3efore

44

COAT AND PANT SUITS

$14.00

Cattle Oil

^

us.

We would like to begin to do
business with you.

SOUTH

33c
17c

"

44

NORWAY

(TWO STORES)

THEganized because there

PARIS

50c

CRASH SUITS

©1

CO.

Γ

Tour

1.00
66c

Fly Nets in Cloth. Shoe
large
String and Leather, and my prices are low.

BargaiD Day Every Day F >r 30 Days. But The Early
Alwaya Gets The Big Trade. Come Early.

bank in

44

"

44

FOR

F. H. NOTES

a

44

?5c

I have

$i.00 Hats. $1.50. $1.00 Hats, 75c
$1.50 Hats. $1.00. 50c Hats, 38c

PARIS

44

PLY" NET

$5.48

Hats $3.98

PARIS

"

Why do you let the Flies punish your
when you can buy a

The

80UTH

44

Clothier and Furnisher

OUR STRAW HATS.

It's Our

"

STRAW AND CRASH HATS

50c
26c

SALE.

Affording a Panama Hat Now?
Our

$1.33

HATS

STRAW

$2.00

Suits, Pants, Blouses

IN

What Do You Think Abdut

par-11

|JI,

are

31 Market

Mrs. Taylor.
Mrs. E. C. Davis and son of Farmington, Ν. H., also M. E. Wentworth and
Maes.
■on of Denmark were recently guests at Haverhill,
Chief Justice Emery of the Supreme
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Mayhew of An-1
fudicial Court, who has retired from the
J. L. Prink's.
burn
visited
bis
Mrs.
J.
B.
mother,
May-lj tench has not completed bis plans for
There was a very interesting and inI ( be future except In a tentative way.
structive temperance address at Town hew, reoently.
rapidly.
Roble Stnrtevant bas returned to bis I
of
J.
R.
Sundav
j first be plans to take several months'
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps, Sons Hall
given by
Libby
work In Norway.
est. This for the most part be will
of Veterans and invited guests will bold Portland. About 50 ohildren were ont
J. M. Mlllett and family were in
Ptrisl, pend at his fine cottage at Hanoock
a pionic at Mrs. Clara Warren's grove in force with their banners.
They sang
(elections from the campaign soogs. Monday.
(oint, where be can enjoy to his heart's
Saturday.
Several Maxwell cars passed through (I iontent bis favorite exercise
of walking
Dr. H. R. Farris, Kvie Stowe, George Music by the band.
on
their
here
to
Han
Wednesday
way
, rod bis one sport of boat sailing. He
Smith and Percy Crooker have returned
a
dinner
will
where
be
aerved
those
North Waterford.
over,
i Inds rest and restoration on the sea,
from the military encampment at Portwho have purchased care this year.
I, rhich come to him nowhere else. At
Mrs. A. B. Cooper of Milton, Mass.,
land.
be close of the period of loafing, aa be
The Oxford Division of Sons of Tem- who has been at Fred Hazelton's part of
Rev. B. F. Lawrence of Marlboro, 11 erms It, the oblef justice will devote
perance are holding their meetings onoe two summers, is back again.
Berries are very plenty but rather Mass., called on his old pariablonera, C. I > tlmaelf to reading and study and will
in two weeks during the summer months.
Advent campmeeting
B. Keene and Hermon Morse, one day 11 tossibly do some writing. He just now
begins next imall on account of dry weather early.
las nnder contemplation
was a party from Norway at tbe last week.
the indioial
There
week.
« ilstory of Maine, although he has not
Mrs. Cleon Record of Portland is
Dr. H. R. Parr Is and family and Al- rubbs cottage a few days.
■
Mrs. Mell Knight and son Ralph went ping with her sister, Mra. Irving Smith. I < leflnltelj decided to prepare It.
berta Farris went to Gorham, Ν. H.,
Mrs. Knight
Vinton Keene, wife and brother G rover
Thursday to viait Dr. Farris' niece, ίο Norway Thursday.
One of the worst railroad disasters
irent to Lewlston also.
Maud M arse, who Is very ill.
spent the day, July 23d, with their
hat ever oocurred In eastern Maine was
Mrs. Martha A. Bisbee, who haa been tnts, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Keene.
Many guests are arriving at the Ox11 be coming together head-on of two
Mr and Mra. Charles Graham, Mr. I.
ford Spring Home.
Melting her son, J. Henry Hanlin, and
asienger trains at Grindstone on the
Two meo claiming to be Mormon mis- ! 'anally and friends, haa returned home. and Mra. Herbert Allen and daughter h
and Aroostook Friday. An
Charles Marston assisted Fred Hazel· Dorothea of Rumford were at Washing-1 e langor
literature
sionaries were dhitrlbuting
xcurston train wblob was returning
Master Frank ton Heald1· the 23d, it being the annlrer-1
:on on his barn Monday.
here recently.
f rom the seashore to Van Bnren met the
Mrs. Mary Illsley of Portland ia visit- latch came wltb him and visited his aary of Mr. Heald'· birth.
, Bgular express In a blinding storm,
Percy Turner of South Paria haa been I ^ 'he aocldebt Is said to be due to a mising her sister, Mrs. BUen Turner, who tunt.
relative·.
has been siok.
in the place vialtlng
11 nderstandlng of orders. The heavy
Vivian Bearoe and family of Hebron
Albany,
sprees train plowed into the lighter
Norway
are staying at the Arthur Record camp.
Mrs. Will MeNaliy and children have
xcurslon train, and most of the damage
Mr. Franklin Harwood has moved Into ras done on the latter.
Mr. and Mrs. Johneoo of Lynn, Mass., ι «turned from Maasacbnsetts, where she
Eigbt were killthe Herrlck bouae. They came from IQ i
are expected at The Pines on the shore | ias been for some time.
outright, and fifteen or twenty more
of Lake Thompaon Saturday.
There waa a goodly number at tbe Abilene, Kansas.
r
c less Injured.
Moat if not all of the
Elmer Dnnn seems much lmproraaij,
Augustus Perkins of Cambridge, Mass., < ilrcle which was held at the vestry at
ijured will reoover. Those killed are:
is spending the summer with hla brother, j lout's Corner, July 27tb. There will since he came home.
F.
W. Garoelon, engineer of the excursion 1
...
!
Miss Martha Dunn of Auburn spent I », am.
Otis Perkins.
1 ie another circle Aug. 10.
Or. Huh Pipes, dentist, Presque Isle.
Mrs. Frank Barker of Norway has
Mrs. Weaoott of Portland la at Ben In· the week with her parent·, coming home
Frank Seeley, son of the cashier of the Presque
been speeding a few daya with her fa- ι nan's.
July 22d.
I ii He Nation»!
Bank.
u
Alton Frost la spending bis vacation I Harrv Clark, Presque Isle.
Fred Clark of Bolster'a Mills was in
titer, Anson Holden.
Claude Loomer, Washburn.
with hi· family.
The members of Mrs. James Cooke's < own recently.
8erno Harris, Presque Isle.
nk.-iMrs. Addle Conner, who haa bean ι Mr·. Kben Bennett and Mr». Cbwleal 1Πreman Gallagher
Sunday School class will hold ao enterof excursion train.
Portland
the
22d
la
M
went
to
!
Boober
haa
reFlrenaa Waafwwth, of regular uata, of1
In
tainment and sale Friday afternoon and
her
Gllead,
lading
daughter
*1 rawer.
train.
lato
and
returned
Conner1
a.
D.
by
and
0.
la
at
\ nmad,
evening.
stopping

Lake!

£e

prices

50c

Boys'

I;

I,

Somewhat soiled, but the regular
60 per cent more than the sale prices.

Napkins.

Towels and

We Have Cut Our Suit Prices
$2.00 to $7.00 a Suit.

Trouera for Mod, Youth or Boys. All
oar Summer Wool, Worsted and Cotton
Trouxera cut 25c to $1.00.

hall.

j

atop-1

7c, 8c, 9c, 15c, 17c, 19c. 29c, and 33c.
The real value is BO per cent more.

$'.00

MARKED

j

I,

are

TiOTS OF GOODS at

It in good buaiDeee for you to reap the
harvest.

ODD TROUSERS

_

There is a scarcity of old potatoes
here, and new ones are not yet grown.
Rolfe Bros.' mill is now running an
extra hour daily to fill rush orders.
Haying, hoeing and killing potato bugs
keeps farmers busy both early and late,
with few hours for rest.
Mrs. Dora Covell of Somerville, Mass.,
is visiting her stepmother and half sister,
Mrs. Mary A. Dunham and daughter.
Harlan and Robert Dennieon, after
spending three happy weeks with their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Dennison, returned to their home in South
Paris Tuesday.
J. E. Pike and his sister, Mrs. L. E.
Allen, went to Groveton, Ν. H., Saturday to visit their brother, William Pike,
who is in very feeble health.
Looking over tbe crop prospects after
the long continued and severe drouth
hay falls short oue-third on dry upland,
trrain is light, many potatoes did not
come up, apples
blighted, corn has
grown slowly, aud beans are backward
for this time of the year.

New Goods

75c

poaaible

J. E. Mclntire'a couain, J. B. Burnett,
with hie daughter, Mra. Jennie Willey,
and daughter, Natalie, of Wakefield,
Mane., is visiting him.
H. 0. Rolfe took Mr. and Mra. 6. L.
East Sumner.
i Hilton and Mattle A. Whlttier in his
Prof. Charles F. Meserve of Shaw Uni- »uto to North Conway and back Sunday.
Mra. Lizzie Sawin, who baa been in
versity, Raleigh, N. C.. was In town on
Tuesday and made a brief call on the I Massachusetts some weeka, ia with her
writer. He has been an instructor at daughter here.
the university for the past fourteen I
years but Is spending his vacation in I
Hebron.
Maine. It is very interesting to meet a I
Mra. J. C. Donham ia in Auburn for a
man of hie experience and intelligence,
few days.
as much can be learned In this manner I
Mr. and Mra. Ralph Whitney have
a
He
is
dein
no
other way.
available
been at their summer home here for a
the
ant
of
Meserves
that
scend
formerly short time, but will return to Boston
lived for a time in Sumner.
I this week.
Work on the audience room in the I
Mrs. Ed Foster ia entertaining several
grange building is nearly completed and friends from Auburn.
the room will be ono of the nicest In the I
Blueberry parties are plenty hut the
county.
I season is nearly over.
Bushels of blueberries are being piokTbere was a quiet little wedding at
ed in the pastures in the vicinity as they I
Misa Tripp's Friday at 5:30 P. M. when
are very plenty.
I Mr. Ansel Skolfield and Miss Nellie
i§
In
TuesA.
the
Tuell
James
place
Brigham of Cundy's Harbor were married
day and Friday with his bakery cart and by Rev. Mr. Bock. Mr. Skolfield was a
carries fine neat goods that tickle the I
former student at Hebron Academy and
1 For some time boarded with Misa Tripp
palate of lovers of good food.
C. B. Heald, daughter and grand-1 who was much
pleased that one of her
daughter, of Canton, were in town onl "boys" wished to come to ber for his
Thursday picking blueberries for home wedding. Mr. and Mra. Skolfield loft
use.
j for Portland on the early train Sunday
Several persons In the near vicinity I
morning. Mr. Skolfield and bis father,
of
W.
J.
been
one
have
I
occupying
Capt. Skolfield, have bought a large farm
Heald's camps at the Rangeleys during in Scarboro and will move there in the
the past week.
I rail.
Ezra Stetson, Arthur Heald and family I
Dr. W. W. Parmalee was in town
with others from South Weymouth, I
Wednesday.
s
Heald
are
two
of
Mass.,
occupying
camps near Oquossuc for several weeks. I
About the State.
W. J. Heald is their guide.
Haying still lingers on several farms. I
Station Agent Palmer is again on duty
Figures compiled by the Insurance
after being laid off for a few days by illpublication, The Standard, and now oo
ness.
île at the office of the state Insurance
Herbert Harlow and wife are on a I
jommisslnner, Hon. Beecher Putnam of
month's trip to Montreal, P. Q. They
Eloulton, abow that the fire losses in
left for Lewiston on Saturday, leaving I Maine
for the aiz months ending June
there on Monday for Montreal. Tbeyl.
10, 1911, caused by fires doing damage of
will visit places of Interest In the I
HO,000 and over, amounted to 94,414,Provinces, and Mr. Harlow took ^'Mi XX). This of course includes the big
camera with him, and being a good 1
Bangor fire.
artist in this line, will probably get
Official figures on the loss and the in·
many fine views of Canadian scenery.
mrance in the big Bangor fire of April
North Buckfield.
10 are now at band. The total loss on
t3,289,482
Mr. and Mr·. Everett Bloknell and >ulldinga and contenta is
daughter Grace of Norway called on l· igalnat which there ia inauranoe of
value
of
The
relatives and friends Sunday.
buildinga dej 11,563,372.
Helen Heald, who has typhoid fever, 11 itroyed and damaged amounta to 11,967,The
has a trained nuree from Portland. Sbel .82 with insurance of 1975,585.
is reported comfortable at this writing. 11 ose on oontents reaches 11,313,300.18
Miss Althea Stetson has returned from 11 tnd the Insurance 9587,787.61.

Now at the end of
our stocka are
usual

oura.

Youths' and Boys' Suits Included In Sale.

baa

Mr. Cjrus Barker.
Silver Rebekah Lodge, I. Ο. O. F.,
eave the
degree to two candtdatea
Thursday evening, after wbiohice cream
ind cake were served in the banquet

by

goods in finer qualities, so these
going at Greatly Cut Prices.

We have too many of these

the peaeon—as
broken. We have a good atock of aplendid suite ud band, but only one or a few
of a kind left.
It in good buaineaa for ua to close them

New Suite.

and the boiler

soon aa

than

It begins Monday Morning, July 24th, with
stock of Straw Hats, Crash Hats, and Children's Wash Suits. Also a 25 per cent discount
on the Men's Coat and Pant Suits.

out.

Cbaa. H. Ingalls and wife and Misa
Harnden are gaesta of Mra. Kate Sanborn for a few daya.
Mr. Fred Sanborn'a cooper abop waa
destroyed by fire Monday morning, the

bouae ia to be built

BANK

NATIONAL

—

Denmark.

been

cent more

Wash Dress Qoods

large depositor.

the

We bave hid

I

corn

Worth 60 per

DRESS SKIHTS, in some of our best qualities, $5. $4, and $3.
SILK WAISTS, sold for $4.98, now $2.98.
LACE WAISTS, sold for $3.98, now $1.50.
HOUSE DRESSES at $1.25, worth 50 per cent more.

well

as

NORWAY, MAINE.

I

boiler at the

$9.

and

many other lots of goods in this sale, but
not large enough to advertise, but wo are
showing great values in Dry and Fancy. Goods.

NOW IT IS YOUR HARVEST TIME

I

new

$8.50,

COATS, worth 50 per

9ILK PONGEE

quantities

BLUE STORES

I
were called!

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan
to South Parla the first of the week by
the death of Mr. Swan's father.
Mra. Dolly Blake has gone to Maiden,
Mase., for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Clark and two sons
bave been spending the past two weeks
»t C. M. Kimball's and helping through
I
the hay season.
Mr. Win Holt is doing the farm work
and haying for Mrs. Susan Bean.

14th.
The

more.

our

Mr. David Gaw of Cambridge, Mass
recent gnest at H. E. Bartlett's.

(vas a

Bank to the small
as

j

vicinity.

cent

The real values

National

sound

strong,

a

1872

The Independent telephone line has I
»een extended
through Sweden toi
jridgton, making telephone communica-|
and
ion direct
very convenient from this I
!
Mclnity to that place.
Mrs. Martha J. Elliott bas returned
weeke' vl8,t «> Conway, Ν. Η. I
»w
Put a new wheel in the
taw mill at the village and bas a crew I
naking corn boxes for the different can-1

ling shops

BLACK SILK COATS, $β.75,

and $7.60.
much.

as

We offer the services of

a|
201

Thursday evening.

twice

Coat but ie of till,

checks.

mhn 1B „Kimb»11.

his house in Damariscotta this week.
Among the drives taken by many of
our summer visitors, the one to Paris
Hill gets the full measure of praise.
Charles R. Whitman, a veteran of the
civil war, remains very low at bis home
in North Woodstock.
Gilman A. Whitman, while working
house, received
on an addition to bis
quite a fall Tuesday. Mr. Whitman,
who is past 70 years of age, was badly
shaken up and le now very lame.
Social dance at Grange Halt next

$11, $10, $8,

caeee

or

rePayment by check provides indisputable
ceipts in the form of your returned cancelled

he Methodist church at the Harbor in
oe afternoon.
2d, and wife are
I
in Boston.
'(siting
of
W.
H. Farrington at
bouse
The new
leasant Point ia open and bavin?
ί
food share of patronage.
Bennett McDaniels bas sold about
teres of the easterly part of bis farm to
j
nrs. C. Morton.

over

bargain·. Not a Suit
season's make.

3TTITS at $12.50,
are In moet

good lot
select

can

Department

The Suit
Η ω some rare

a

security.

in absolute

kept

ends,

all odds and

There

Norway National Bank

I

so there is
which you
from
jf merchandise

nf

WITH THE

I

j if

IMPORTERS' SAMPLES

Depositor

a

!

this paper.

The

his vacation with his parents

here, Mr. and Mrs. James L. Bowker.

Become

See his advertisement I

Lovell.

Percy J. Bowker of Wakefield, Mass.,

_i

I
I
I
Ii

a

sincerely yours,

j

July.

daughter,

business

shall close

we

I

in town

"

West Sumner.
Rev, C. G. Miller will preach here in
Methel Packard called here July 25th. tbe Universaliet church Aug. β.
Mrs. Delia A. Ludden of Brookville,
A reading here Wednesday evening by
Kev. Mr. Van Kirk for tbe benefit of the Mass., is the guest of Mrs. W. T. Bisbee.
Miss Lurena Walker of Peru is visitchurch.
Eva Farwell has closed a successful ing Mona Barrett.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn made a
term of school at Bemis, and is spending her vacation with her parents here. week-end visit with his father, Sylvester
Cooler weather now, and although we Bisbee, last week.
F. E. Tainter of Lewiston was in town
have had heavy rains the wells are low
last week tuning pianos.
in this vicinity.
Dr. Wheeler of West Paris was called
Mrs. Mary Wiley, nee Carter, has returned from her outing in Portland with to attend Mrs. Harry Jacobs Monday.
Iter sister, Mrs. Fannie Carter, who ban Mrs. Jacobs has been an invalid for
gone back to ber home in New Jersey some time.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Fales of Livermore
after a pleasant stay at the old Carter
mansion here, the home of her child- Falls have been spending a few days
with Mrs. Fales' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
iiuuu.
Some verses from a friend worthy of Freeman Farrar.
Dr. Aldricb, wife and Miss Ella Clark
note:
of Paris Hill were in town one day last
"Some (lav all doubt and mystery
Will lie made clear;
week.
The threatening clouds which now we see
Μγβ. Llnnie Tuell of
Watertown.l
Will disappear.
Mass., and Mrs. Helen Chandler of East
"Some day what seem* a punishment,
Sumner have been spending a week with l
Or loss, or pain.
their sinter, Mrs. Etta Tuell.
Will prove to be God's bless'ng sent
j
For very gain.
Mr. Iloratio Chandler, who was taken I
ill latelv with creeping paralysis, re"Some dav our weary feet will rest
In sweet content,
mains about tbo same.
I
And we will know how we were blest
The S. B. R. Club met at the club
was
what
sent.
By
The poet I
room Thursday afternoon.
"And
back with clearer eyes
was Henry van Dyke. Topic for study, I
looking
O'er life's short span.
Italy, after which conundrums and puz-1
We'll see, with wondering, glad surprise,
zle«. The next meeting will be Aug. 10.
God's perfect plan.
Raymond E. Small of Farmiogton,
"And knowing that the path we went
Was God's own way.
who has been at work for his uncle, D.
We'll understand his wise Intent,
I). Small, in haying, left Wednesday for
Some day, some day."
South Harpswell, where be will play in I
Officer Packard called here the 20th of the
Farmington band.

Mrs.

H. N. Chaae of Auburn

bone

I

relatives and frienda

Misa Laura Ward baa gone to
on where ahe haa a position in the

MIDDLE INTERVALE.

Peterson's.

on

during the week.

riday.

has resigned as
assistant mail carrier, and John A. Titus
has been selected for the position.
Harvey Corbett has nnished work for
D. A. Cole and is now employed at South
Paris on the section.
Culien Abbott, while working around
the derrick at the quarry Wednesday,
had his right thumb cut off by a small
rope which was drawn around it.
William Jackson, trader at North
Woodstock, bas rented tbe store at Rumford Corner, formerly occupied by Asa
Martin, and will move his goods there in

Sunday.
Andrew Dray, who has been in the
Litchfield, employ of E. R. Freeman, returned to

Miss Martha E. Hersey of
Conn., formerly of South Paris, arrived
Saturday to spend the month of August
with Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Holt have returned
to their home in Andover, Mass., having spent four weeks with Mrs. Holt's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Purington.
A quiet home wedding took place at
the borne of Mr. and Mrs. William Lowe
«η
Paradise Street, when Rev. W. C.
Curtis united in marriage their daughter,
Clara, and Mr. Harris White, formerly
of Nova Scotia.
The midsummer fair of the Ladies'
Club will be held August 10.

been calling

thia section

a

Benjamin R. Billings

spending

L

I
11

Universaliet society will be held at DearIt U
born'· Grove Sunday, Aug. 20.
hoped there will be a good attendance
from the several parishes in the county.

is

our

rhe

to
|( )f the same for our successors, who come

employed by the
making a survey In this
of

I

I
nd baa a crew cutting it thla week.
The reunion of the Twenty-third
faine Regiment will probably be held
The
ere the latter part of Auguat.
ί
xact date to be announced later.
Mr. Lewie Cbaae of Geneva, Ν. Y.,

men

meeting

In evidenoe

Mrs. Mollie Hobart of Chicago, III., II
aa been with Mr. and Mra. Alfred Cole
|
ir a few daya.
Mr. Ε. I. Brown of Snmner baa bought 11
hegraaaon the T. 8. Brldgbam place M

Pond.

grove

Co.,

;tock and

Thursday

Bight yonng

Having sold

Some οί the goods

sale continues.

which
L. L. Merchant, were first advertised are sold, but other good»
Save been out in lor the stock is to be cleaned

August 7th, inclusive, for the purpose of taking

The Boston Comedy Company played
and Friday
in Grange Hall
evening·. Price Webber haa been coming here for more than thirty yeara and
usually receive· good patronage.
Mrs. Josephine Batea la vlaltlng relatives at South Paris.
H. R. Tuell i· •ubatltuting on C. R.
Briggs' mall route during hla vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Penley are rejoicing at the birth of a θ 1-2 pound aon.

Bryant's

I

Mr. and Mr». Ralph Bearce of Soffleld,
onneotlcut, have been guests at Hotel I
\
ODg for a few dan.
M·"»· Nell and Walter Pike of Floral I
ark, λ, Y., with their mother, have I
ean gnefte 0f their node, Dr. C. S.
|
bilds, during the week.
The new ateel ceiling li being pat np IC
grange ball This will finish np C t
jliethe
hall and it will be readj for nse aa !
I
oon aa thia la done.
Many of the local owners of Maxwell 11
irs were guests of J. Ë. Stephana at I
toward Pond in Hanover, Wednesday, I C
nd enjoyed a good time.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Harlow have been I
t Camp Glle at Bear Pond for a few I

"QRÉËNTAQ SALT

..announcement..

I

BackfMd.

We«t Part·.
Miu Beulah Bobbin· of Sonner ia
flatting her aunt, Mr·. Bert Day.
Mis· Qertrade Corti· ia apending several day· at Bryant'· Pond with her
aunt, Mra. Robert Crockett
Remember that the Ladiea' Social
Circle bave a food aale at S. T. Whlte'a

,

\

MRS. L. a SMILEY,

Millinery

«««»

Fancy Goods

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CASTORIAtow-f-w*»

TtaKUYNHmAhrmBNtirt

?

(&/&*&*

[he Oxford Democrat.

T. G.

here

*

Lary

of Gllead called on frieo< I·

Tuesday.

Notes of

a

White Mountain Tram

Arthur E. Porbea and Stanley 1
Alice Hougbtoo of Livermoi β Wheeler spent Wednesday and Tliui
Falls ι· a guest at
day in a White Mountain tramp, goii
Harry D. Col·'·.
to Qorham un Tuesday.
Starting in tl
Miss Mae Bennett of Paris Hill «ι
morning at Appalachla station on tl
the guest of friend· here
Saturday.
Boston and Maine, they went up Moui
socth ρακί s KMT oirrica.
Mrs. Elizabeth Swett of
Madison to the Hut of the Applaohii
Τ:* a. M. to TOO r. m.
j,
Cambridge
^ciHaur·;
Mass, U a guest at A. H. Jackson1·.
Mountain Club, thence up the oooe <
OHJlXU THUS* SA1LWAT.
in the a/ternoc
H· R· Tueil and daughter Slinc r Mount Madison, and
over the Gulfside trail to the summit <
of Weet Pari· visited here
Commencing June .3, 1311,
Wednesday.
Mount Washington, which they reachc
PARI*
TKilSS LEA TTC MOUTH
Andrew Jackson of Ionia,
Mich., is % a little after 7 p. m. They stayed at tl
uo a. m
town (east)—Λ Si a. «t.. dally ; β
of hi· brother, Alfred H. Jackeoi L stage office, and the next day walked I
tally except Sunday; 4 06 gaeat
Ty vju A. Sunday
excursion trains, 7 37
Qorbam in time to take the afternoc
Ully·
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood
».
Bailey of An train home.
r
1*0
*
burn were guest» at J. E. Murch'a Sun
Λ A.·., dally; !J5r«.
Joia* "Ρ we·»)-»
This practically amounted to elevc
Sunday ; ..-07 p. M.. dally; » » day.
"r /jeep»
milee of mountain trail Wednesday, an
Sunday excursion trains, 10*2
1λ! ν
\
f· e. *
Prentiss Howard and wife of Bridgtoi sixteen milee of road Thursday—a prett
called on friends here Tuesday and Wed good stunt for tenderfeet, though se:
CHrSCHM.
soned mountaineers might smile at it.
Rev. A. 1 Mc
uesday.
--ri onirenatlonal Church.
service. 104» a a.;
The weather clerk was very good m
ftr Piswr. 1'reachlng
Miss Caroline M. Clifford ha· beei
Y. P. S. C. E. tu»
a.
11
tured, and afforded the two best days
Evening service 7iX) p. *.; Church visiting the past week with a friend a
*
the week, and days much better than tb
Wednesday evening at ? 30 p. a. St. Albans.
«V met
,orwise connected, are cordially In
average. While the air was not so clea
as
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Merrill ar ,
sometimes, a magnificent view in a
with Mr. Merrill's parents, Mr. and Mrs directions
was
obtained—sometbin
L. S. Merrill.
which one of toe trampers had failed t
get in two previous trips.
eve
Mrs. George A. Cutting and two cbil
"1»Γ K<*tin<r Wednesday
To make the experience complete, tw
7 :50.
1 dren from East
ZZitt rr' lay venlng
are
visit·
Hartford, Ct.,
*£
hurch, Kev. E. A. Davis, Pastor •
lively showers of rain and bail were ec
relatives
here.
ng
·. hln< -«ervlce lu 45 a. a.; Sab.
1
countered, one on Mount Adams an
»;:13 P. M. ;
J * ; Y. P. S. C. Κ
The Ladies' Aid will have a lawn partj the other on Mount Jefferson, the firs
7 SJ" P. M. ; Wednesday evening
·;
,r
a few
minutes and the eecom
^,1 .,r>'.e 7:30. Seats free. All are | at the Methodise parsonage Thursdaj lasting
half or three-quarters of an hour, whil
of this week.
"*· ...
.·.
h.urch, Kev Chester Gore Miller,, evening
it
was so thick that it was not possible t
-t-rvli
^
every Sunday at |
S. C. Ordway and family and Mrs. Adi see half
at 12 M. Y. P. C. I
a dozen rods in any directiot
J » * --"day School
Richardson go this week to Poland The shower
"
stopped more suddenly tha
iTP.M.
for two weeks.
campground
it began, and the sun and a brisk win
of Melrose, Maes., is
I.tint
J
51
The Baptist Ladies' Aid will have a quickly dried out all wet clothing.
"^· >rge Giles'.
Three years ago, in an account of
food sale next Friday afternoon at «3
Jittl y
Rounds spent several day« o'clock in their large
"imilar trip published in the Democrat
vestry.
the remark was made, in connectioi
Aell last week.
l> Harp·
Francis Shaw went Saturday night tu with the
telephone at the Mount Madi
Curtis is visiting tfcp family I Belleville, Ontario, where he has emson Hut:
tt Kemiebunk.
with
Bennett.
ployment
Guy
"Verily, the wtMerneee le getting tamed ver;
lore Thayer is ill with Mrs.
Mrs. J. A. Scott and daughters have faat, and If this keeps ou we «hall nave a trolle;
ν-,
slue running over the northern peaks, with rc
e s in care of her.
ι.
gone to York Beach to spend tbe month fre-hment stands at the base of each peak."
ι>f August with Mr. Scott's mother.
<ιτ of Portland has been visitAlthough written in jest, this proph
jjr,
r· f. e, Mrs. Oscar Tracy.
The four-inch pipe which has been ecy seems to bave a definite prospec
ing be:
of
fulfillment. The etakes of the en
!l· ward and fam ly madeal 'aid for the Burnhaui & Morrill factory
(1
gineers who are surveying for the scenii
' was connected with the main Sunday.
:.i Portland last Thursday.
electric railway were enconntered on thi
Mr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler went northwest
,r> II· ward spent % few days
elope of Mount Clay, and it Ii
y-,
to
their
Friday
camp at Shagg Pond, said that they are to go as far as Mouni
es and friends in Bethel last
,
will
a
«here they
spend week or two.
Vdams with it.
All skeptical allusioni
•«fit
Mr. ami Mrs Albert D. Park weut to heretofore made to this scheme are here
ν
'.r ν int spent several days
yr<
heir camp, Moaticute, at Shagg Pond, l>y retracted, at least as far as the pre
week, the guest of rela\
Monday morning, for a stay of some liminarya work is concerned.
te»
Quite stretch of the Gulfside Trail,
lays.
where it runs over the rock pile» of the
{-.lister is takiug a two weeks'
\[ -t
aud
Mrs.
L
E.
Bean
Miss
Cora
Mason,
of the Ν". I).
'uountains, has been recently graded
m the store
,,
vith little Pauliue, started
Monday into "plank walk," in addition to whal
Bolster Co.
uorning fur a, visit to Priuce Edward I ad previously been done. When it has
Mrs S. E. Tucker are visiting
-dand.
jj:
all been fixed that way, and a winding
»
son, Santord L. Fogg, at
χ
John Γ. Lindley, formerly of South trolley track is near by for most of the
Modsj.
*aris, who is now employed in a drug way, travel by the Gulfside will be much
Mark Lapham of Bridg- tore in Melrose, Mass., is here for bis simplified, but the cbiefest charm of this
wild stretch of the highest trail in all
mol Mrs. Matilda Riehacation.
toove:
New England will be gone forever.
4nl4' π recently.
At ilamlin Lodge, Κ of P., next Frilittle
and
of
daugh-!
Mrs. Helen M. Child.
will
installation
there
be
Smiley
ay
eveniug,
Mm
Jiirg, Mass., are guests of' tficers, work in the rank of Knight, and
;er
Mrs. Helen M. Child died at her home
etreshments.
L. ('· Smiley.
■a Pleasant Street, South Paris, Friday

SOUTH PARIST
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Mr< W P. Morton has been the guest
for
of :<· Iv l· and friends in Portland
or more.
the past
Marguerite Elder of Maiden,
M
:ned her mother and sister
jji«their- nimer home here.

j

Mr- il» riahflolt went last Wednesi»v t Μι xio» for a visit of a few weeks
to her daughter, Mrs. Ε. H. Dorr.

('
Μ
Is
iiotner

Η Gilbert of Cauton and M s*
rnh.im of Boston visited their

iif,»rgel. Burnbam, Friday.
Κ Bean and Miss Cora Mason
!.
Mrs
«d little Pauline spent a few days at
last
Cap»» (\'tta>{e, Portland Harbor,

papers in tbe forenoon
Trains don't make
onnection. and tbe fans will have to
rait till afternoon to get tbe story of
tie games.
No

Mr«. M i! >t Whittle and Miss Carrie
if) 'he funeral of Miss Cynthia I
Η» i·
§a.ker ;t: I.ewiston last Thursday.

|

Boston

ereafter, it is *aid.

Rev. J. W. Chesbro, a former pastor,
rho with his family is spending bis
acation a; a cottage on Pennexseewassee
,ake, presched at the Baptist church

unday morning.

A choir of girls now sings at the
(ethodist church, beginning last Sunay, when there were twelve iu the choir,
nd the number will probably be inreased. Later it will be a surpliced
hoir.

week.

Μη \ W. Walker, Mrs. Nathan A.
Cha»" and little Priscilla made a visit of
tfow days to relatives in Browntield last
veek.
Andrews i·
receiving good
and the people of South Paris
treiee iog glad that they have a hotel

Willard G. I'ratt is putting in the
ouudation for a bouse for himself on
I ill Street, on the lot which he recently
ought frotn the Gray estate, between
be Gray house and the bouse of George

Ilotcl

ntr '!Uf.

once more.

Robert Knox and family of Hartford,
Con., were guests at W. J. Wheeler's a
few lays last week, coming in Mr. Knox's

j

Miss Alice Pierce has gone to Beebe :>fterooon, with heart trouble, the end
'lain, Vt., to visit her brother, Louis B. coming quite suddenly, as she had seemed to be improving from a slight illness.
'ierce, and will probably stay for a
Her age was 6ti years. Mrs. Child had
lonth or more.

Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Perry of Monlout h aud Mrs. Clara K. Coe of Atlutic, Mass., have been guests at E. S.
(axwell's for a few days.

been a resident of South Paris for a number of years, and all who knew her pronounce her a lovely woman.
None of the members of Mrs. Child's
immediate family are living. A grandnephew, Lafayette Dow, ion of Fred L.
Dow, has made his home with her for
some years, and they two have constituted the household.
Mrs. Child was a member of the Uni0
versalist church, having first joined the
church at Norway, and later transferring her membership to the South Paris
church when that was organized. She
was also a member of Wm. K. Kimball
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R. The
funeral at 2 o'clock Sunday was attended
by Rev. Caroline E. Angell of Freeport,
her former pastor at Norway, with the
assistance of Rev. Chester Gore Miller,
pastor of the South Paris church. The
regular funeral service of the Ladies of
Interment will
the G. A. R. followed.
be at her former home at Locke's Mills,
where the remains were taken Monday

j

j

morning.

Body

Libby.

of

Clayton

Kenerson Found.

While some Rumford men were berryfound in tbe bushes
On account of the heavy rain there was ing last Sunday, they
Paris Hill, beside tbe logging road running by Joe
ο dance at Academy Hall,
luunig car.
of
a
tbe
young man, wbicb
body
wt Friday evening, but there will be Pond,
It
Ge»rg·· Kastman Is taking his vacation
of this week, Aug. bad evidently been there a long time.
ne Friday
evening
from the store of J. F. Plummer. Ralph
all was in winter clothing.
cents for everybody and
tb.
25
Andrews is acting as clerk during Mr. ivited to coiue and have a
It was supposed by tbe men that the
good time.
Eastman's absence.
body was that of Clayton M. Kenerson,
Mrs. L. C. Morton and H. C. Knight son of Norris Kenerson of Dixfield, who
M ·"* Edith Brown, who has been the I
I nd family, who had been at Camp Con- disappeared last winter, and the body
ι her annt, Mrs. Alice Thayer,
rii-.-t
ord for a week, returned home Satur- was later identified by Mr. Kenerson as
for a few weeks, returned Thursday to |
ay. Miss Julia P. Morton remains that of bis son.
her home in Chicago.
here, and W. P. Morton and Mr. and
The young man, who was IS years of
1rs. George A. Brings went there Sat- age, was at work last winter for Ed MarM'· Fred B. Wiggin left Monday
for
a
week.
will
remain
and
automobile
through
for
an
trip
anroing
tin of Rumford Center, cutting pulp
rday,
the mountains, with her parents and
One Sunday in December be
Mrs. George Wise received on Satur- wood.
of Martin's
to go to another
Mter, whom she was to join at West |
started
death
of
sad
the
news
of
the
very
ay
B«thel.
on Wbitecap, and was never seen
er niece, Villa Bryant, wife of W. H. camps,
He evidently got lost, fell into
Mrs. Haynea again.
Miss Olive Swett is at "Camp Seldom
laynee, of Richmond.
bushes and died from exposure.
inn,'' Lake Pennesseewassee. She had ras a native of Kumfnrd where she has tbe
the past week Mrs.
*· quests during
iany friends and relative* who will be
Base Ball.
ained to hear of her death. Mrs. Wise
Hir"Id Oerrish of West Paris and Mrs.
rill attend the funeral at Richmond.
(iuj.C. Bean.
PARIS 0.
MECHANIC FALLS
·.

|

Μ ν Dora Parsons is oat of the store
of the
D. Bolster Co. for a two weeks'
«cation, and she and her sister, Mrs.
Shurtlefi, are at the Parsons farm in the I
Bolnter District.
Mr and Mrs. W. L. Gray, who have
beeo occupying their cottage.
Gray
Birtbes, on the shore of Pennesseewasi»e Lake for the past few weeks, returned to their home Thursday.
house of Arthur Shurtleff on
lower Main Street is nearing completion. The raasonH are at work plastering aod the plumbers connecting it with
the water system and sewer.
L S. Sessions is doing a good job of
trading on the lawns at the Deering
Memorial Church. The borders, which
curve down to the sidewalks on Pleasant
ΜΙ ι horch Streets, are sodded, and the
•e»eis between the border and the buildThe

new

'0# are seeded.

Advertised letters and post cards at
South Parfs post office July 31:
M
Nellie Noble ( letter.)
Mr* \niella Cole (letter.)
M:-, liehornh Cotton (carl.)
Nellie Bernard (K. nurte) cant.
*r.Cli>yed Pine (card )
Alun >p»;ocer (car<l.)
•Uifh tobb (card.)
The Universalist society held their
aids'immer parish meeting in the veslast Tuesday evening. The parish is
>Q inod condition and the bills paid to
vacation time.
The interest is good and
*1! are planning for good bard work
"hen the season opens again in September. The Good Cheer will run their
b'" t: at the fair this year as usual and
hope all will feel interested enough to

Another Shurtleff gathering will be
eld here on Thursday, when Sylvan
hurtleff of Portland has invited the
hurtleffs to dinner at Hotel Andrews,
υ celebrate the birthday of Mrs. Nancy
Vhitman of this place and bia own.
'here will be in the party five people
rhose ages make a total of over 400

melancholy

13;

tale is told in tbe
Mechanic Falls did up Taris
right here on the bigh school grounds
Saturday afternoon. Thirteen was ao
unlucky number—for Paris. Just what
was the trouble tbe boys don't know,
but they "couldn't seem to do anything,"
and everything went wrong. Mechanic
Falls bas a good team, too. Detailed
•core not available.
The

beading.

ears.

S. E. Tucker has sold his bouse on
lillside Avenue to Mrs. Myra Moore,
Card of Thanks.
rho has been living in the O. W. Royal
wish to express onr heartfelt
We
David S. Knapp
louse on Main Street.
thanks to the Grange, the G. A. R.. and
nd family, who have been living in the
all neighbors and friends who βό kindly
'ucker house, have moved into the
in our recent berevemeut.
Wheeler on the south assisted us
luuse of W. J.
flowers and words of symide of Pleasant Street, formerly occu- The lovely
pathy helped to lighten the weight of
iitd by J. M. Doble.
our sorrow.

Walker's family went Monday
norning to their camp, Altamerteva, at
ihajjg Pond, where they will spend a
reek or two. The party includes Mr.
nd Mrs. A. W. Walker, Miss Eva E.
Valker, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan A. Chase
,nd daughter Priscilla of Ilion, Ν. Y.,
ind Mr. and Mrs. Percy Rankin of Leoninster, Mass. Mr. Chase and Mr. and
1rs. Rankin have just arrived here.
A. W

M133 Maky A.
Mk. AND Mue.
Mk. and Mrs.
Mk. and Mks.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs.

S wax,

J. H. SWAN',
H. L. Swan,
A. K. Dkan,
F. F. Swan,
E. J. Swan.

Temperance Picnic.
Plans are being made for a great tempérance picnic at Camp Oxford on Friday, Aug. 4tb. There will be a perfect
torrent of red bot prohibition after dinner speeche·, Interspersed with temper-

An attractive year book has been
s*ued by the Seneca Club for the comng season. The course of study for the
rear is miscellaneous.
Meetings for tbe
rear begin as usual the tirat Monday in
)ctober, and continue alternate Mondays
intil tbe end of April, with a Held day
)ct. 11th and gentlemen'· night Janlary 19th as extras. The club has its
nil number of twenty members, and
light honorary members.

Davie· Primary Election BUI.
Letter from Nebraska.
Two generations have come on the
stage since Maine became a prohibition ▲ SCHEME TO HAVE ALL PUBLIC OFFI
Hence there must be hundreds of
state.
CEB8 COME FBOM CITIES AND LA BOB
her people who have never seen a saloon
TOWNS.
and can therefore have no adequate idee
of what a source of evil it ia in many
ways when established in a community.
Augusta, Jane 9,1911.
But they have seen that the strictest Editor Democrat :
There is going the ronnda of the preai
prohibitory laws have failed more or
less to prevent the secret sale—in some of Maine the following iqnib:
"Bethe
and
cause the member· of the Maine Legist*
placée the open sale—of liquor,
the
license
system tare ignored the request of 12,000 voteri
argumenta In favor of
used by its advocates may sound very for a thorough direct primary law, affect
be
to
per- log the nomination· for all atate and
many. They may
plausible
suaded that at any rate the publio sale county offices. United State· aenatori
of liquor under "honest regulation" and congressmen, and members of the
would be the least of two evils.
legislature, similar to the Oeran law In
But if the license system is re-estab- New Jersey, and substituted for it a
lished in Maine, the people will soon measure which the politicana wanted, a
find that license laws are as easily speoial election will be held on the aecbroken as prohibitory laws; that they oud Monday in September to deaide
will have as many; probably more, whether the votera of the atate want
officials lax in the enforcement of them something which the politioiana do not
as they have had in their efforts to en- want."
That aquib ia one of thoae artistically
force the present law; in short that a
business which ignores moral law does written things which do not definitely
not attract many honest men and will state au untruth, but do contain statebreak over any kind of legal restrictions ments calculated to deceive.
It is true that the legislature refused,
it possibly can, quite as naturally as waA "law-abiding not ignored, the "request" of 12,000
ter runs down hill.
saloon" with a fair outside show of vtere, but can any man present evidence
respectability is likely to prove no less that such a "request" is a mandate from
an evil in its final results than one more the people, especially when the principal
lawless and disreputable. While it may sponsor for that "request" admita from
produce less actual drunkenness and dis- his place in the Maine House of Repreorder in the community, it will serve to sentatives that those signatures were
keep up and to increase the habit of obtained by paid canvassers? As a matmoderate drinking which is still such a ter of fact, the petitions for the Davies
curse to society and the greatest obsta- direct primary bill were signed by fewer
cle to the progress of true temperance than seven per cent of thç votera of the
state. So much for the proof that the
reform.
The license law of Nebraska which Davies bill is a bill that the people want.
has been on the statute books thirty As for the claim that the bill which was
years is really a stringent law. I men- substituted for the Davies bill is one
tion briefly its provisions relating to that the politicians wanted, I will state
An applicant for a that I spent the paat whiter aa a newssaloon keepers.
saloon license must be a respectable (?) paper correspondent at the Maine State
has
bt en in the saloon House, and I never heard of such a thing
man, who if be
business, must never have violated the before, and will assert that it only exists
law; his petition to the town board for a in somebody's imagination.
license must be signed by thirty resident
Always when there is a time of unreet
freeholders; in villages and cities of less about governmental matters, there is
than ten thousand inhabitants he must somebody with a remedy in the shape of
pay for a license not less than five hun- more offices, more bother, and more exdred dollars; he must put up a bond of pense for the taxpayers. The primary
five thousand dollars that he will run election scheme seems to belong to this
his business according to law; for selling :laes of schemes for increasing the pubto minors, be muet pay for each offense lic expense without accomplishing the
twenty-five dollars; for selling to In- iesired reform. I am not prepared to
dians, idiots, insane persons and habirual i;»y (hat it may not be a good thing for
drunkards, fifty; for selling or giving < city, but I am satisfied that in New
away liquor on Sundays or election days, Jersey, with lees tban one-fourth the
a hundred, and lastly for putting up any
irea of Maine, and more tban three times
he population of Maine, it would have
screens or blinds at his windows, a fine
of not less than twenty-five dollars, or
Sects different from what it would in
imprisonment not less than ten days, or j >ur State. In Maine it would simply
both; he must support all paupers and | nean that the boss in the largest town
pay the expense o( all civil or criminal ; u a district, or in the whole state, would
prosecutions growing out of, or justly :ontrol.
attributed to, his sale of intoxicating I
This is due to the disposition of the
It
drinks and a married woman may bring ! leopie tu vote for their neighbors
suit against him to recover damages sus- «as shown conspicuously in New Hamp·
tained by herself and children when her ihire last September at the primary elecIn Rockingham
husband spends all his earnings at a
iods in that state.
saloon.
,'ounty there are 36 towns aud one city.
voted
for at those
so
One would think
stringent a law Jf eight offices to be
would keep a saloon keeper on bis best jrimaries, Portsmouth presented candibehavior, but somehow it hasn't worked j lates for sheriff, county solicitor, county
in just that way. There are too many
reasurer and two of the county compeuple like the old Maine man who said liissioners, on the Republican or major"he approved of the Maine law but was ty side. Portsmouth has only 11,000 of
ng'in its enforcement." Saloon keepers he 52,000 population in that county but
soon found "they couldn't make any'ortsmouth took all five of those desired
thing," as they expressed it, if they run lominations. Exeter with 6000 populatheir business according to law. They1 ion took the other three—register of
discovered also that people who wanted ieeds, register of probate and one counsaloons were generally not very particular
y commissioner. The35 country towns,
as to how they were run.
Any kind of a vith 35,000 population got left. A simisaloon would do, if it was only a saloon. ! ar situation existed as the result of the
In villages where there was no police, >rimaries in every couoty in New Hamp·
force if a license board wae elected, all the .hire, and in one of them—Cheshire—
other town officials were usually of the ! he largest town took seven of the eight
same persuasion; consequently the comlominatione in the dominant party. !
munity came under saloon rule and the ["here is, as a consequence, an era of ill
saloon keeper, sure of the friendliness of eeling growing up between town and
the majority, could venture to violate, :ity in New Hampshire, which is an
secretly or openly, provisions of the law >vil that I would like to see my native
that would lessen his profits, euch as itate avoid. I speak from
personal
selling to minors and habitual drunk- cnowledge, as I was working in Portsards, keeping the back door of bis saloon nouth at the time of that primary
open on Sundays, etc. A town marshal, «lection, and I was there again in the
appointed by the board and subject to atter part of last March, and found,
their orders, was not always the most ipon inquiry, that sentiment such as I
alert of officials.
îave mentioned, is getting pretty bitter
When the writer came to Nebraska in ο that state. For governor of New
18S3, Valparaiso was a email incorporat- Hampshire the primaries nominated the
ed village in which the temperance senti- nan who spent the more money.
ment had been etrong enough to keep
1
out the saloon.
Afterwards, however, primary election and the majority of
it became a railroad town and then a
;andidates are strangers. Ile looks over
demand for the saloon arose. Those in ; be list and votes for those from his own
favor of it and those opposed were near- ; own, and the candidate from the large
ly equal in number then, and this ban own starts with a big lead. In a counbeen the case ever since with occasional
y convention, it is recognized that fairexceptions due to changes in the popu- iess in government consists in having'
lation. Every spring in all these years,1 ; ill sectioos represented, and before the
there ha» been a contest between the balloting is over that is accomplished to
license and no-license forces, not always ι greater or less extent. The convenwithout considerable heat and ill feeling :ion votes by a majority rule, and extra
on both
sides—the misery of local sallots are feasible when there is no
option. Sometimes victory has been on sommation on one ballot. In the pri·
one side, and sometimes on the other. : nary, only one ballot is feasible, the
But up to the spring of 190S, saloons had nomination is by a plurality, and the
been voted into the town quite as often nan with the most neighbors gets the
as tbey had been voted out,—perhaps plurality.
It is bard to estimate the in·
oftener. So we have bad plenty of time ; i :reased power which this will put in the
and ample opportunities to observe the sands of the city boss who bas a cominside workings of the license system of ! pact bunch of votes in easy reach, which
which so many Maine people can have 36 can get to the polls on primary day
had no experience or even knowledge.
it a limited expense.
At first the applicant for a saloon
The primary election bill wblch the
license, owing to the small size of the egislatnre did pass applies only to gov·
place, found great difficulty in securing ; srnor, United States senators and memfor his petition the required number of sere of Congress. That may put the
signers who were actual freeholders. sommations for governor and United
Bot "insufficient petitions" did not de- ; States senator in the bands of the boss
ter license boards from granting licensee.
η Portland, if there be a boss there,
In one instance, related to me by one ;hough several other localities could
who bad personal knowledge of the fact, ssake good combinations against him.
one member of a newly elected license
ilso, the candidates for governor, Unitboard, after examiniog the petition filed id States senator, etc., are likely to be
by the applicant, «aid openly there were sen who have achieved sufficient reputaonly twenty-four good names on it—the ion to be fairly well known by reputaother six signer·, he knew, owned no iion to the voters in their territories.
property in town. Yet at the first meet- But I fail to see why even these coning of the new board be and the other tiderations warrant tbe passing of a law
member· prom, tly issued a license, set- ο forbid the small towns ever again furting aside with scant ceremony a re- lishing county officers or state senators.
monstrance pre«eoted by the temperIn our legislative districts, it has beance people which
protested against :ome a cuftom to pass aronnd tbe honor
their acceptance of what was not a legal >f sending a representative to tbe legispetition. And eo a saloon was foisted ! ature. That method is not fully satison the community that year which had : 'actory, but is it not far better than
no legal right to a place in it.
ivould be a law to provide that tbe bigAnother trouble encountered by the ; test town in tbe district shall have the
saloon applicant in those
daye when ; ■epreeentative if somebody in that town
wealthy men were rather scarce in what wants the office?
was quite a new region, was to obtain
In the present Maine senate, four of
signers to the fivo thousand dollar bond :he 31 members are from the largest
required of him by the law. "Straw ;owns in the senatorial districts. I( we
bonds1' were filed sometimes before ;et the Davies primary election bill, it is
temperance people woke up to the neces- probable that 25 or more of the senators
sity of inspecting these documents. But ivill be from such largest towns. This
was
the fraud
quite unexpectedly jstlmate la based on a study of the senabrought to light at last. A poor woman ;orial makeups in the legislatures of
who got tired of supporting her family itates where they have such primary
while her husband drank up bis earn- Sections as are asked for Haine by fewings at the saloon, decided to bring suit jr than seven per cent of the voter*.
for damages against the saloon keeper.
Tbe two bills were debated in the
A firm of Lincoln lawyers when consult- Souse of Representatives at Augusta
The argument which I
ed agreed to conduct the case without ast March.
charge, and as a first step examined his save offered here was offered there. It
bond. "Not worth the paper it was bad also been previous'y offered before
written on," they said. There had been ;be committee which had the bills under
a slight omission in the wording of the sonsideration, and tbe friends of the
document which wonld render a damage Davies bill knew tbe argument that they
suit against him a useless undertaking. must meet. Their only answer to that
He excused himself for the trick on the argument was to say that certain men
ground that many other saloon keepers laid it was a good thing in other states,
in the state resorted to similar practices, md those certain men happened to be
either beneficiaries of tbe primary elecwhich was probably true.
It must be admitted that if a license tions law or friends of its beneficiaries.
board knew a bond was worthless when The Governor bad recommended the
they accepted it, it was rather a curious other bill in his Inaugnral address, and
case of "honest regulation."
The more tbe parties had both promised a primary
charitable conclusion was that they did election bill, so tbe legislators felt bound
not observe the omission, or perhaps, to do something. They defeated the
they had somewhat hazy ideas on the Davies bill, which was initiated by fewsubject of bonds, which was by no er than seven per cent of the voters, and
An
means improbable, as license boards did aot a single Demoorat voted for it.
not always represent the highest intelli- attempt had been made to make it a Republican party measure, but even that
gence in the community.
There were sober, respeotabie men in only secured for it 1ft of the possible 63
tbe license party who voted for the Republican voters in the House. It was
saloon, even signed petitions for it, be- not debated In tbe Maine Senate.

songs. Should the day be extremely stormy tbe picnic will be held on Saturday, the 5th. A general invitation ie
extended to all tbe people of Oxford

ance

County.

Oxford Pomona Field Meeting.
Oxford Pomona Grange will hold iti

annual field meeting on the fair grounds
| Tony, boss on the sewer work, is a Aug. 22. Several speakers will be
ovial Italian. Friday atternoon a ser- present: Hon. Andrew Elliott, subject,
help.
rice pipe of the city water system broke Temperance; State Lecturer B. Walkei
Work on the sewer extension was beiust in tbe edge of tbe sewer trench, and McKeen, Parcel* Post; Mr. Howard
KQo by Contractor L. Ε Scruton TuesPortland, Direct Primaries
lomebody had to get down Into tbe Davies,
day. with a crew of Italians which arriv- fountain of water and sand wbicb spurt- State Master Stetson, Roads. Everynow
is
ed the night before. The street
id up, to turn a shutoff. Tony went body invited.
open on the surface from Plummer's
and had to work at least ten miniown,
on
•tore to the house of George Uussey
Prohibition Meeting.
jtes before he succeeded In stopping it.
in
at
ia
the
and
going
High Street,
pipe
Rev. B. C. Wentwortb and Charles F
When he came up he looked around and
the lower end as fast as
possible. àsked, "Anybody
got a cam' to take my Whitman, Esq., of Norway, will speak
Through Market Sqnare the pipe has to pitch?"
at a meeting at North Waterford Wed
and the trench has to be cribdeep,
ρ with
needay evening of this week, on pro
fod
The drouth was really broken by the bibition ▼·. license.
plank in order to work lower
<hao two or thre« feet below the surface. rain of Friday night. Previous shower*
the situation, but that was
A KING WHO LEFT HOME
At the meeting of the state assessors I have relieved
and tbe heaviest rain
at the court house on Tuesday the three ι a good downpour,
world to talking, but Pau
the
set
of we bave bad tbis year. Id Portland Mathnlka of Bnffalo, Ν. Y., says be al
•'ate assessors, Obadiah Gardner
a half of fall.
and
inches
two
was
there
and
KEEPS AT HOME tbe king of al
Rockland, W J. Thompson of China
but unofficial ways
E< M. Johnston of Brownviile, were Here it was evidently less,
Laxative·—Dr. King's New Life Pilla—
measurements show about two inches.
PlnmJames
and that they're a blessing to all hii
present, with their clerk,
not only make the crops fairly
eerof Augusta, who bas served in that It shoald
Cure constipation, headache
water
tbe
I
sup- family.
safe, but also replenish
dyspepsia. Only 25c a
capacity for a long time. They were
Indigestion,
in
so
short
has
many
wbicb
got
■set by one or more of the town assessors ply,
Chas. H. Howard Co.'s.
ff'tu each of the towns in this vicinity, place·.
*nd the business part of the day was
Millions of young lobsters bave beei ι
Capt. Alfred A. Starbird, U. S. Army,
■pent largely In general investigation and Mrs. Starbird, arrived last week at
released this season along the Main< >
*od consultation regarding methods and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
hi·
tbe home of
boat
Sbelldrake
parents,
coast. Tbe state's
details of the work of the local assessors W. S. Starbird. They were married
alone, has put out 40,000,000 betweei ι
While here the state assessors inspected
tb«
Neb.,
Fort
Robinson,
at
20th,
Owl's Head and tbe Canadian boundary
the plant of the Mason Manufacturing July
bride being Miss Sthel Dodge, daughter wblle tbe U. S. boat Gannet has dis
Co.
of Col. Dodge, commandant at that post triboted a number of million east of tb j
tc
A reunion of the family of the late C. Capt. and Mrs. Starbird went Friday
Head. In addition to tbe fry, the She!
ι
3. Porter was held Friday at the home Four Ponds, where they will «pend
drake has distributed 4500
strlppe< I
wil
of G. H. Porter. It was the first time in week or more, and after their return
lobsters; that la the fish from which th i
wbiob
after
thej eggs have been taken and artificall; r
s number of years that the four broth- be here for a few days,
Star
ers and two aiaters had all been to- go to Fore Sill, Neb., where Capt.
batched. Theee were put out betweei ι
gether. Those present were Mr. and bird is stationed.
April 17 and Jane 1. Theee fish wen ι
Mrs.
the ones secured by the new boat ii
Mrs. Frank L. Porter. Mr. and
o:
attack
croises along the coast last year betweei >
Granville H. Porter and their daughter,
Prompt treatment of a alight
»
serioui
Mrs.
a
and
Rockland and Eastport, and were return
Miss Susie E. Porter, Mr.
diarrhoea will often prevent
li
>
Gustave
known
ed to these waters,
beet
remedy
sons,
William A. Porter and
•icknew. Tbe
r
Ton
Balsam.
Arnold'·
tod Reginald. Mrs. Nellie M. Powers Dr.
Setb
*»d three children, Newell, Louise and apothecary, Cha·. H. Howard Co., war
ACCUSED OF STEALING.
Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram N. Porter rants it to give satisfaction.
Ε. E. Chamberlain of Clinton, Me,
i
*nd children, Alton and Marguerite, and
accuses Buckleo's Arnica Salve c
There ia no fun in dropping yon r boldly
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic K. Douglas of
from
burns
or
soald
stealing—the
secure
(
sting
bayioi
by
Hopedale, Mass.—nineteen in all. Only gla····. Make them
chains.—S —tbe pain from sores of all kinds—th
two of the grandchildren were ab*eat, one of oar automatic guard
distress from bolls or piles. "It rob
Lester, son of Frank L. Porter, and Roy Richards.
cuts, corns, bruises, sprains and Injurie
H., eon of G. H. Porter. There was no
i
1
of
of their terror," he says, "as a healin
Augusta
Mrs. Grace E. Royce
formality, but the party ate their dinner held charged with the murder of b« r remedy Its equal don't exlat." Only 25 οj
»d their aapper together, aad enjoyed
at Chaa. 3. Howard Co.'·.
Infant aoa.
the time eocially.

I

I

1

town

i

board.

Consequently

men

sented a bill providing a partial remedy
for this very evil, claiming that in so
many towns the attitude of candidates
on

the

liquor question
only standard need

the

officials.

I

bad come to be
in selecting such
Η. Ε. M. A.

Charles F. Lovejoy, 18 years of age,
while swimming at North
Tamer Tuesday.

I was drowned

yonra,

!

CHALMERS

The extremely low water In the outlet
of the lake will soon render
Impossible. The only thing that will
continue the running of the launches ie

negation

rain.
Mr·. C. H. Haskell, over eighty years
of age, walked to the Morte cottage on
Pike Hill Sunday. While resting on the
piazza she fell to the ground, a distance
of several feet, and sustained several inluriea. She was iakeu home at once,

MOTOR CARS

where she remains in a critical condition.
Miss Edith M. Smith made her brother; Chas. R. Smith, of Portland, a visit
the first of the week.
George I. Cummings is making rapid
headway with his new residence on Pike
Hill. The foundation work is nearly
completed and carpenters will at
commence on the
frame work. Tne
buildings will be located so as to afford
an excellent view of the village, and

MODELS

1912

Calvin Kneeland of Berry Mills, Carthage, is with bis family on Fair Street for
a short vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullman and son
Henry were at their Hanover Cottage a
few days this week for an outing.
Leon M. Longley, Howard Moulton
and Jesse Allard attended the Stevens
auto dinner at Howard Lake, Hanover,
Wednesday. They report an excellent
trip and most pleasant entertainment
while at the lake.
R. F. D. Messenger, Fred H. Perry,
and son Carl, were in Boston this week.
The assistant or substitute, Mrs. Fred
H. Perry, delivered tbe mail.
The organization of a Christian Science
agitation is reported. The officers are:
Chairman—Mr·. Freelund Howe, Jr.
Clerk—Mr·. Amy Webeter.
Treasurer—M re. Douglftee Fiirrar.
,
Mrs. Herman L. Home is with Mrs.
F. K. Baker and family at Rumford
Point for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cowan of Rumford
were with Dr. and Mrs. Bial F. Bradbury
during the week. Some very pleasant
days were passed at the lake cottage.
Tbe officers of Co. D, 2d Regt., N. G.
S. M., have orders to go into camp at tbe
fair grounds Saturday, the 5tb, Pri°r t0
leaving for camp at Augusta, Monday,
Aug. 7. They will be in camp ten days.
Mrs. 0. W. Brown of Lynn, Mass., has
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Woodman at the Kingfisher tbe past

Chalmers "30"
jack,

and tire

repair

outfit.

Remember that this is the car which was driven 208 miles a day for one hundred
that for two
days in succession ; that made the trip from Denver to Mexico City ;
entered than any other car ;
years won more contests in proportion to the number
that holds the world's light car speed record ; that won the hardest Glidden Tour
ever held.
Write for

catalog,

better still, telephone

or

>■

L

me

and let

me

give

you

a

ride.

PERLEY F. RIPLEY
AGENT FOR OXFORD COUNTY

MAINE

PARIS,

17-4

TELEPHONE

by

the explosion of a kerwene
Dannie Joelin's. The flames
were extinguished by the use of a chemical Are extinguisher.
Arthur Herrick has purchased tbe
Ioaac H. Lord land at North Norway.
Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Bruce and daughters, Margaret and Elizabeth, bave gone
to Pennsylvania to Mrs. Bruce s home.
They will visit Mr. Bruce's home in Albany, Ν. Y., beforo the expiration of the
six weeks1 vacation.
Rev. and Mrs. M. H. Carroll of Hanc iuHed
move at

LOW PRICES ON
HIGH VALUES

with Mrs. Cftrr°lls
mother, Mrs. Emma Bickford, in town

Mass.,

over,

are

for a short visit.
State Insurance Commissioner Beecher
Putnam came to Norway to investigate
the Elm House tire tbe laet of the week.
lzah Pike of Attleboro, Mass is with
lier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace 1 ike,
on Paris Street, for a visit.
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Chesbro and family of Randolph, Vt., are at tbe Page cottage for a few weeks.
Mrs. Wiggin Merrill and sons, Joe and
Wieein. have returned from a four
weeks1 visit at Island Falls, Mrs. Mer-

At the
for you.

who

Summer

We believe you will buy in a minute
when you see what we are offering here.
All new this season. Not one old suit in
this store.

dangerously

has been

prices there's EXTRA VALUE

Suits are going at
figures that will take the hesitate out of
any of you.

_

Cummings,

new

Spring and

riirs mother's.
Julia Cummings, tbe little five-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George I.

sick, is somewhat better.
Mrs. Thomas Harney and daughters
have rooms for a few weeks at tbe L. H.
Haskell house.
Geo. C. Leavltt, son of Wm. C. Leav tt,
for some time teacher in the Salem High
School, has passed the
examination as aid in the Smithsonian
...

$20.00 Summer Suits for $16.00
Men's $18.00 Summer Suits for $14.00
Men's $15.00 Summer Suits for $12.00
Men's

civil( eerv,£®

Inatitntinn.

Eddie Perrault and Fred Ώ. Cum·
mings killed a big snake at tho island

Wednesday,

adder,

an

five feet.
Cbarlea

that measured

A. Danfortb,
professor of
biology at Tufts College, is spending his
vacation with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.

James Danfortb,

on

Deering Street.

branch of the Postal
Savings System at the Norway post
office opened Monday, and was patronized by a good number of citizens who
were looking for a secure place for their
The

Norway

money.
Lester Richardson is sick with diphtheria, and a case of diphtheria is reported in the family of Elden Stevens on
Fair Street, and the family quarantine is
The other cases are doing well.
on.
H. L. Burnbam and wife and Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Vincent, guests of ('apt. John
W. Nash, made an auto trip to Umbagog
and other pinces last week.
A. L. F. Pike and wife were at Cape
Elizabeth during the week.
Judge W. F. Jones was in Boston during the week on a business trip.
S. Β. & Z. S. Princess store will be
closed from Aug. 1 to 7, stock taking
and transfer making to Z. L. Merchant
4 Co.
Mrs. Freeland Howe, Jr., is visiting
her parents at Bangor.

Men's $12.00 Summer Suits for $10.00
Men's $10.00 Summer Suits for $ 7.50
CeprHfbt

Hut Sduffner & Mirx

H. B. FOSTER,

In

ATTACK LIKE TIGERS.
fighting to keep the blood puro the

white corpuscles attack disease germs

rheum and

sores

We find

Born.
In Norway, July 12. to the wife of Archie D.
Gurney, a daughter, Nellie Louise.
In Norway, July 24, to the wife of Chester G.
French, a daughter.
In Norway, Jnly 26, to the wife of James N.
Tubbs, a daughter.
Id Greenwood, July 25, to the wife of Marshal Whitman, a son.

Married.
In South Paris. July 23, by Rev. Ralph E.
Connor, Mr. Arcnte Eugene Tucker and Mis*
Cleora Hortense Pratt, both of South Parle.
In Hebron, July 21, by Rev. W. H. T. Bock,
Mr. Ansel Skolflcld ana Mine Nellie Brlghsm,
both of Cundy's Harbor.
In Bethel, July 19, by Re«\ W. C. Curtis, Mr.
Harris White and Miss Clara Lowe, both of
Bethel.
In Norway, Jul» 25, by Rev. B. C. Wentworth,
Mr. Edward Cuvler Farnum and Miss Wlnnlfred Harriett Rowe, both of Itumford.
Rev. J- H. Little, Mr.
In Bethel,
22,
John Bennett ami Mrs. Ada Seavy.

July

by

Died.

$4.00 grade
$3.50 grata
$3.00 grade

(Richardson)

PRICES

have too many Men's Tan Oxfords and have

PRICES.

$3.00

for
for

EYE SIGHT AND INSURANCE.
for
You «realize that life insurance and fire I
insurance are good investments as a
We have a large stock of them but they will not last long at these
means of protection against loss.
Better come now while there is a good assortment.
Yet your eye-sight is more Important I
than
property, and would be harder

by

an

optometrist qualified
trouble precisely.

to

I

diagnose I

PARI8,

ME.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.
TELEPHONE

Men's Russet and

Woman who is a good cook, for general housework, to care for us in
borne. Washing done out. Good pay.
Two in family.
Κ. N. PRINCE, Buckfleld, Me.

ourj

Oxfords,

Keith's Konquerors and Custom
Work, $4 00 and 13 50 values
Ladles' White Canvas Oxfords,
11.75,11.50, *1.25 values

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the
has been duly
sstate of
late of Waterford,
WASHBURN
ALDEN B.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
directs.
law
as
the
bonds
demands against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
EZRA LEBROKE.
July 18th, 1911.

appointed

J

ENVIOUS WOMEN.
Have just
Head of Hair
Woman.

can

a

as

Lovely |

as any

Don't feel blue because your hair ia
lifeless and faded, get a bottle of Parisian Sage and see bow quickly it will be-

druff vanishes.
It stops falling hair too and makea
thin scanty hair grow thick and pro-

It's the real

hair

dressing

38-2.

invigorating delightful

For $3.00
For $1.00

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
SOUTH

PARIS, 11 AINE.

..Hot Weather Comforts..
You will find

a

great variety of such things in

Toilet Waters-

All the

our

store.

Leading Makes

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC.

come

fusely.

prices.

Clearance Shoe Sale !

WANTED.

You

$2.35

MID-SUMMER

S. RICHARDS.

SOUTH

$2.76

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.

your
Curae to me for an examination.

brilliant and fascinating.
Use it daily for a few day· and note
Child, how
qnlckly scalp itch ceases and dan-

In South Paris, July 28, Mrs. Helen M.
aged 66 years.
In Lèwlston, July 24. Miss Cynthia Walker,
formerly of Rumford Point, aged66 years.
In Somervllle, Maas., July 24. Mra. Grace M.,
wife of Fred I. Farwell, formerly of Bethel, aged
37 vears.
In San Lonls Obispo, Cal.. July 16, Mrs. AlHeald wife cf Oscar F.
matla
Heald, formerly of Sumner, aged 63 years.
In Richmond, July 29, Villa Bryant, wife of
W. H. Haynes, formerly of Rumford, aged 47

we

CUT THE

mnltiply and strength

fail. This condition demands Electric Bitters to regulate stomach, liver and kidneys and to expel poisons from the blood.
"They are the
best blood purifier," writes C. T. Budabn of Tracy, Calif. "Ï have ever found."
They make rich, red blood, strong nerves
and build up your health. Try them.
50c at Chas. H. Howard Co.'s.

appetite

NORWAY, MAINE

AT REDUCED

like tigers. But often germs multiply
so fast the little fighters are overcome.
Then see pimples, boils, eczema, saltand

One Price Clothier

Men's Tan Russia Calf Oxfords

The contract has been signed for conyour
tinued co-operation for the next year of
to regain if lost.
the Maine Water Storage Commission
Pain about the eyes, tired or dull feeland the United States Geological Survey,
are an indication that you need
and Cyrus W. Babb continues as chief ing,
To accomplish their proper
glasses.
the
commission.
for
engineer
result, glasses must be correctly fitted

I

^

Touring Car, five-passenger—$1,500

Including magneto, gas lamps and oil lamps, Prest-o-Lite tank, Chalmers mohair
top and automatic wind shield, ventilated foredoors, full set of tools, horn, pump,

The alarm from box No. 52 rung in
Saturday night about supper time wan

NOTICE.

*

DELIVERY

FOR

READY

when completed will be the
be'V0*0*?'

for men, women and children, and best of all, if it doesn't do
Just as advertised get your money baok.
For tbe first time in tbe history of tbe years.
It kills the dandruff germs, and for 501
E.
Mrs.
8arah
In
31,
Mas·.,
Chelsea,
July
city of Rockland ita streets bave been Proctor, formerly of Paris, aged ββ years.
cents you can get a large bottle at Chas.
sprinkled with oil. A new odor differ·
H. Howard Co. and druggists everyent from kiln-smoke now pervades tbe
where. The girl with the Auburn hair
EXECUTOR'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
air, tbe streets are oily and greasy, bat
la on every bottle.
remarks
are
dast.
there is no
Many
to a llcnse from the Honorable
beard by residents both for and against
hotice.
Judge of Probate, for the County of Oxthis new treatment.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be I
ford, I «ball sell at public auction, on the second
administrator of the
has
been
In
the
appointed
o'clock
duly
day of September A.D. 1911, at one
THIRTY TEARS TOGETHER.
afternoon, on the premises, all the right, title estate of
HERR1CK
late of Norway.
8.
JONATHAN
said
late
of
J.
Martin,
and Interest which Sarah
Thirty years of association—think of Oxford, deceased, had la and to the following In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
it. How the merit of a good thing stand· described real eatate, viz. the homestead of th* bonds as the law directs. All persons having
the estate of said deceased
demands
out in that time—or tbe worthleuness late Sarah J. Martin, situated on Back Street, In are desiredagainst
to present the same for settlement,
Oxford Village.
of a bad one. So there's no gnesswork
are requested to make
thereto
all
Indebted
and
Dated at Oxford, this 98th day of July, 1911.
FRANK P. MARTIN.
in tbis evidence of Tbns. Arise, Concord,
payment Immediately.
EUGENE
f. SMITH.
1911.
J.
Martin.
July
18tb,
of
Sarah
Estate
of
the
Executor
Mich., who writes: "I have need Dr.
King's New Discovery for SO years, and
CE.
if ΟΤΙ
it*· the best cough and cold cure I ever
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
used.1' Once it finds entranoe in a borne
been duly appointed executor of the last will
WOULD like to notify the public that I am and testament of
yon can't pry it out. Many families have
I
LORENA A BBOTT late of Norway,
the only agent In South Paris, West Paris,
need it forty years. It's tbe most infalor Oxford for Dr. Say man's Vegetable Wonder In the County of Qxford, deceased, and given
lible throat and lung medicine on eartb.
Soap. Any one selling It or offering It for sale bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
against the estate of said deceased arc
Uuequaled for the grippe, asthma, hay· In these territories Is a FRAUD, and I will demands
all who refuse to buy It only through the desired to present the same for settlement, and
fever, croap, quinsy or sore lnng·. Price thank
all
indebted
thereto are requested to make paysole mint·
50o, 91.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranmeal ImmodUtely.
MRS. LILLIAN M. McGINLEY.
KUQKttK T. SMITH. I
teed by CbM. H. Howard Co.
July
Maine..
18th, 1911.
8outh Paris,
SI

D. Cbomktt Clabk.

4

«

PURSUANT

were

sometimes chosen for tbe office scarcely
more oompetent to manage town affairs
than a set of school boys. At one time
tbe town was nearly swamped by debt.
In onr last legislature, one member pre-

J

z;'

Truly

tbey believed it helped business
in many ways. As tbe law provides
that all license fees be paid Into tbe
school treasuries, tbey could also claim
it helped the schools and lessened the
people's school taxes. Bat these men
could not always control the larger ele·»
ment in the party who wanted saloons
for tbeir personal convenience and pleasIn the estimaure as congenial resorts.
tlon of this olass, a willingness to grant
a saloon license was the only qualifioation necessary for membership on a

cause

NORWAY.

Talcum PowdersTrailing Arbutus and many others, including
VIOLET DULOE, the finest talcum made.

Face

Powders, Puffs, Sponges
SOAPS, PERFUMES,

And many other things for the Toilet and Bath.
In fact, when in need of toilet preparations of any kind you will
find a fine assortment at the Pharmacy of

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.
Successors to F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

SOUTH

PARIS,

CASTORIA fritmmdoè**

TlaKMYiiManAjiaysBwcht
à

MAINE

?

/"f,
<&#**&£«

Harness and Blankets
$11.00 to $26.00

Stable Blankets,
65c to

THE LAND OF

ι

Driving Harness,

m^Y

PUZILEDOM.

jam7

Bread and

and bread and sugar

No. 1413.—Charade·.
L
My flrat'a a decoration, guide and light:
My last I walked on and yet failed to

old-fashioned

are

delicacies that children love. It make·
them fat and keeps
them well and

$2.00

for Horse
and Stable.

Everything:

find.

A sailor told me that my whole waa right.
Till then I waa not settled in my mind.
IL
My first and last are both abbreviations;
My last unfavored by all men polite;
relaMy first, though differing greatly In

hearty.

tions.
Is plural more or leas and social quite.
Your reasons are my whole, you surely

W. O. FROTHINGHAM
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

know.

Slab Wood,

—

bread-making

richest in

qualities.

Goes farthest, too. More
loaves to the barrel. Order
(U)

today.

South Paris, Maine.

For Sale by N.

Dayton Bolster Co.

IllttllW

—

Wool Carpets
to

In total strange to me Ah Chee
his khi to disagree.
Seems with
v
Youth's Companion.

Wheat—by our
special process—it is

own

A. W. W ALKER & SON,

ON

To turn my head I hardly dared.
My first had been so great.
▲ slance. my precious first was sparedl
My last my fear of fate.

Red Winter

Coal.

A LOW PRICE

III.

Bread made from William
Tell Flour is extra fine and
'extra nutritious.
Milled from selected Ohio

Stove Wood and

—

AND

so.

Bitting at my ease one day,
I felt a sudden first
Oh. if my first my last should be
That blow would be the worst!

Flour

/

Edgings,

—

Tet others sometimes fall to find them

IWilliam Tell,

Cord Wood,

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

No. 1414.—Hidden Parte of the Body.
The president arose as he addressed
his cabinet. The names of the sisters
Rose suid.
art· Hannah and Lena.
"1 will get your bugle. George.'^ Edschool.
gar made a splendid record In
The birds' "chee-chee" kept the baby
awake. The word "deaf In German
souuds funny.

No. 1415.—Charade.
When children must take medicine
'tis
my FIRST!" they say.
•Oh.
And then my SECOND they demand
To take the FIRST away.
My WHOLE, when frosty days have
coine.

Hungs bright In flame and gold
As If It stored the sunshine up
To keep away the cold.
—St Nicholas.

—

close out odd patterns and clean

up stock.

No. 1416.—Enigma.

My first Ip In lni, but not in boy;
My second's In plaything, but not In toy.
My third Is In bush, but not in tree;
My fourth is In her. but not in she;
My fifth Is in paper, but not in pen;
My sixth is In duck, but not in hen;
My seventh's In oats, but not In wheat;
My eighth is in warmth, but not in heat
My whole on u North American map
You'll find most surely without mishap.

Chas. F. Ri
Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

MAINE

NORWAY.

H. B. Eaton,

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

No. 1417.—Pictorial Code Rebua.

Patents
Disions
Copyrights Ac.

•k*,rh1an<1(i2ÏÎSiuiLi"î2
p-upi'ÛfS
«»cun^ P^»ulA.

Λητοο· Mndlne a
jtilrkly aaoirtAtS one Opànk>o fro·
is »robably
oa Patent·
Uni» «irlctly KinOdentUil. HANDBOOK
••«il tr—. Uld»ï »vencr for
tnruueh Munu A Oo. rso«T·
Patents
notice, without eharg·, la the

mtviiJon

ipsrtai

Scientific American.

Λ handsomely Illustrated weekly.
culaUon <>f unr «dentine tournai.
Bold by all
month·. 9L uv»·
« ear ; lour
four momu».»·.
year:

Larceet <i4r·
Tonne, ·> ·
——,

MUNN4Co.3S,e,^'NewM
G
Breoob Uffioe. S6 f Be. Washlagtoo. D.

Bankrupt's

South
ia»f

Hathaway'» Shop,

Foley Kidney Pills

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of tU
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY

IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon

to

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY

PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

HERKERT

Wherefore

he

prays,

KILLthb COUCH

That he may be de-

AND

printed

"witness

the Hon. Clarence Hal*. Judge
at Port
of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
In
«aid
District, on the 15th day of July.
land.

Dr. King's
New Discovery
AMD ALL THROAT AND LUN6 TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB MONEY REFUNDED.

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
ELMER L. ALDRICH,

)

Bankrupt. )

Discharge.
Bankruptcy

In

of the DisTo the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
District
trict Court of the Unite· 1 State· for the
of Maine:
»n
the
Coun
of
Paris,
TOlukk L. Aldrich
In said
Ci tv of Oxford, and State of Maine,
6th
the
on
that
District, respectfully represents
was duly adjudged
day of August, lido, he
to
of
relating
Acts
the
Congress
under
bankrupt
all
Bankruptcy; that he ha· duly surrendered
has fullv
of
and
property,and
rights
hi· property
of said Act·
compiled with all tne requirement·
bank
and of the order· of Court touching his

wherâfore

he prays. That he may be decreed

from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
dëbu provable against his estate under sal1
*uch debt· a· are ex
Act·,
except
bankruptcy
oepted by (aw from «uch discharge.
Dated thl· 1311 day of July. A. 1». 1911.
ELMER L. ALDRICH. Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thcrsou.
District of Maine, ··.
On this 2*1 lay of July, A. D. 1911, on reading
the foregoing petition. It Is
ordered by the Court. that a hearing be had
a. D.
ui>on the same on the 1st day of Hept.,
1911, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnotrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, and that
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Denoai.d
District,
crat, a newspaper printed In said
that all known creditor·, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the aald time and place,
ami show cause. If any ther have, why the
should not bo g ran tod.
praverof said petitioner
And U 1· further ordered by the Court, Thai
to all known credmall
«end
shall
by
the Clerk
and thl· order, ad
itor· copie· of *ald
ilresaed to them at tnelr place· of residence as
lUteil.
witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at fort
land. In said District, on the 22ud day of July,
A. D. 1911.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
IL. E.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Atntt: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

UEKAlNlUflCo

petition

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
JAN1E C. MICHAELS.

1

Discharge.

J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hals, Judge of thr
District Court of the United State· for the
_

District of Maine

Tomato Plants
at the

word, and
Each picture represents
the ilgnreti adjoining represent the
number of letters In that word. When
guessed and placed In proper
a

correctly

order they will make a sentence.

No. 1418.—Verbal Arithmetic.
From everlasting life take one letter
uud leave u wicked influence. From
daintily anbetract small cubce and
leave recently. From η mineral <a silicate of Irou aud manganese) take

prohubly

and leave a number.

No. 1419.—Word. Making.
Using only the letters lu the word
"stream." make the following words:
An officer aboard a ship;
In school, corrects your suma;
A needed fabric at the door;
From boiling water comes;
To gaze prolonged and earnestly;
Adroitness one admires;
Two horst-a harnessed to α sled;
Of paper,

twenty yulrea.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

E. P. CROCKETT,
Proprietor.
Farms for Sale.
Eujr Term* and Low Prices.
Acre· to South Gray, near good neighbors,

good water, near church anil nt-hools. On Une
A great chance tu keep hen·
uiw electric πηιΊ
anil raise small fruit·, 10 miles to Portland.

■S Acrcs In Yarmouth, on bank of Royal River,
on good street lust out of the vlllsge, goo<t
hen houses, Hue shade tree·,
orchard. two
good lawn, cottage heme ·>χ room·, beat of
water, near «team and electric car·, schools and
A pretty place.
churches, 1 mile to the tea.
Beat of neighbor·.

good

4 Acres lust out beautiful vlliage of Yarmouth,
Almost new
electric light tn front of the houae.
bull· lings, be*t of spring water In the house,
handy to everything. A Une chance for a man
with a little money to keep hen· and work in the
mills. W 111 exchange for larger farm·, vllllage

city property.

KM I<2 HT,
36.
MAINK
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In the matter of
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ARE CURABLE

KIDNEY DISEASES
LAUNDERING LACK.
golden hair, made a rope of it and es
condition·. The right caped through the window. Their hair,
Tiny or fragile pieces of lace are most under certain be
taken before the ai·· however,
they were obliged to leave
satisfactorily washed by putting them in medicine mast
Mr. Perrj
eaae haa progressed too far.
a wide-mouthed bottle, or preserve jar,
and It was made Into tapestry
"I was behind,
which ha* been two-thirds filled with the
solution preferred; put on the
bottle's or jar's cover; soak and churn
from time to time until the lace Is olean.
Rinse by pouring the contents of the jar
into a tine sieve, and holding the sieve
under a stream of clear running water
for a few minutes.

cleaning

A. Pitman, Dale, Tex., says:
down in bed for four months with kidney
and bladder trouble and gall stones. One
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy cured
Aak for it. A. E.
me well and sound."
Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
Λ Co., Paris.

MAKE STARCH.

never

Bankruptcy

—

Hay

—--—

^W^refortsiiè

HIM~A

jfOÎËDOQMEMffi

E. Sbnrtleff Co., Sonth Pari·; S. E.
Newell Λ Co., Parle.

J

carefully,

lining or padding will lie flat. This Why did you pull the bell corur
will prevent the lumpy oondition that
Passenger—"My wife'· bat fell ont of
usually follows laundering. If the bast- the window."
Condnotor—"And for sucb a trifle you
ings are removed before ironing the tie·
will look like new.
atop the train I"

the

DAMPENING THE CLOTHES.

Passenger—"Trifle?

my wlfe'a hat bill!"

Yon

ought

to see

To dampen the clothes for Ironing use
A well known Des Moines woman
wbisk broom and warm water. The
after Buffering "miserably for two days
dampness will be more even than if from bowel
oomplaint, was cured by one
sprinkled in any other way, and the dose of Chamberlaln'a
Colic, Cholera
ironing itself facilitated.
and Diarrhoea Remedy. For aale by all
a

IRONING

DIFFICULT

PIECES.

dealera.

To avoid the gathered look at the top
Ada—"Why doea Alice apeak of Tom
of embroidered linen oollara, iron the
aa ber Intended? Are they engaged?"
band first, gently smoothing ont the
Beatrice—"No; but ahe intenda they
turnover portion on the wrong aide, and
•hall be."
to
the
band
take
It·
own
allowing
position. Bring the fronts together and
FOLÏY'8 HONEY AND TAR COMolothee
over
them
to
a
pin
spring
snap
POUND
hold them in place until entirely dry.
in
For a plaited skirt first Iron the gar- la effective for oougha and colds
No
ment without regard to the plaits, then either ohlldren or grown persons.
In the yelno harmful drugs.
go over it a second time pulling eaoh opiates,
paokmg·. Refuse substitut··. A.
plait straight and smooth on the board ; ; low
E.
In heavy materials a damp oloth may be K. tyhurtleff Co., South Paria; 8.
passed over the plait before the Iron. I Newell Λ Co., Paria.
Fasten a spring clothes pin at the bottom of each plait and bang by the belt
Druggist—"Here'a something that
until all dampness Is gone.
will oure you when everything else faile."
A folded Turkish towel makes an exCustomer—"Ob, I don't want to wait
cellent pad for ironing embroideries. till then."

Rows of buttons may also be Ironed on
snob a pad, ualng the Iron on the wrong
Buy It now. Now is the time to buy a
side of the garment.
bottle of Chamberlain's folio, Choleia
Flat (rons that have become rongb or and Diarrhoea Remedy. It la almost
rnsty can be made bright and.olean certain to be needed before the aummer
•gain if rubbed vigorously on a ooarae la over. ThU remedy bM no auperlor.
for sal· by All deal an.
oloth vter ooating with paraffin.

The

Best Separator Today
ii the

U. S. Cream Separator

did not renew our acquaintance
until after my marriage, 'when I saw
a great deal of him, as be constantsHe dined with ur
came to our house.
often and used to come aud sec nu·
generally every Sunday afternoon. Hial
wfls very agreeable and kind, and,
though I was never one of bis devoted
followers and often told him I bad
hl>
never l>een able to read α line of

for this room."

opening α aoor leuaiug irum im>
Prince Rupert saw α large,
room.
handsome bedroom, with a curtain
"ThlR was
across the farther end.
Venus' bedroom whoa she lived here
many years ago." said the king. and.
pulling awuy the curtain, be displayed

beautiful statue of Venus bruxhlui:
her hair.
She held In her hand ν
golden mirror. Prince Rupert looking
Into It, wlHbed to see bis pouy Praucer.
but Instead of that α mngnitlccnt rainbow appeared outside the window. Ii

a

composed of long colored stripes
every description and stretched
right down until it was lost to sight
Prince Rupert
in the clouds below.
wished to be on it He found himself

waa

of

seated on η golden stripe, which wus
traveling downward at a grent rate.
The prince's stripe was carrying hlui
toward the deep blue sea. which spar
Just as hu
kled underneath him.

reached the place where the ralubow
struck the water κ little golden boat,
steered by « mermaid, appeared. lie

Into it and the mermnld held
up before him α tiny Ivory wand, on
top of which was an enormou* pearl:
In the center of this pearl was α little
"Behold." paid the
piece of crystal
mermaid, "the mngic mirror." Prince

Jumped

Rui>ert looked through the crystal

cen

his
pearl aud wished to
|ter of theThere
bis bedroom
she eat
nee

by

mother.

worshiped Ml*. Browning.—From Ladj
St. Heller's "Memories."

Hal fnsuranci

well
Is unnecessary for those who keep
well
all the time. The best way to keep
is by proper diet, sufficient rest, enough
exercise, and above all things by keepare uning the bowels regular. If you
from
fortunate enough to be suffering

The Famous Case of Lesurques of the

Lyons

MaiL

"k'Ttwafawarded the only Grand Prize

Seattle,

at

1909.
Don't buy any separator until you have
asked us about the United States.
Better ask TODAY.

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

L. S. BILLINGS

su

E22

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

sick headaches, disordered liver, dyscan get
pepsia, or constipation, yon
quick relief by a change of diet, by
reforming your habit of hasty eating,
exby regulating the amount of rest orTrue OTJB
ercise, and by depending on the
Barrel Heads,
L. F. Atwood's Medicine to relieve yoa
of other disturbing symptoms. Ton
sickness
can insure your health against
I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
at little expense by systematic use of
other makes, but Paroid is the best.
are
this old and reliable household remedy.
It has helped thousands and is a household remedy today In hundreds of
homes. Large bottle, small dose, thirtyfive cents at any dealer's. Sample free
for the asking. "L P." Medicine Co,
%
Portland. Me.

SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
Apple
Roofing. There

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

All ready to
do your

Plumbing

With the tteft of Plumbing Material.

Install Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

L. M. LONGLEY.

Also

"ENCLOSED PLEASE

Engines

NORWAY, MAINE

FIND CHECK"

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM
th· hall.

/

Clrnam and
Promote# ft laxurUot frowin.
HeTtr Tail· to HMtore Oray
Hair to ita Touthful Color.
Coït· icalp dtiea··· Jah»i*
Wc,and|l00at Pru«l«tt

Of ail kind words

fjùùï'e.

Delivered

at

any station

on

drawn

Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
STATE OF MAINE.

Oxford, es.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Parlr, wltblr
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1911

Kalhrvn

tongue
man.

able

to

personally

To those, who

venience of

a

perfect

as

experience

pen, these

the most

are

And there is much

pay bills with your

quia
cl.rck

own

and

counting

appreciate

central location, modern

coin

out the

and

safety

the

account, this Bank oilers

checking

con-

service

a

equipment

or

long

and

make it.

can

NORWAY

THE

or

strong, consirvative Bank, instead of hunting

currency.

as

Chattoe

Sulltv

on a

up the creditor

43tf

represent*

being

satisfaction in

the

Respectfully
anil
Morton, of lïllead, In the County of Oxford
State of Maine, that she wan lawfully married to
Emerson F. Morton, now of parte unknown to
In the
your libelant, on tbe 5tb day of July, 1899,
city of Toronto, Canada, where they lived
about one year,
for
wife
and
as
husband
together
and then In the State of New York, and also for
a short time In the city of Portland, In tbe State
of Maine; that she ha* always conducted herself
F
as a faithful wife toward the said Emerson
Morton, but be, regardless of his marriage tows
and duty, utterly deserted your saM libellant <>n
the 25th day of December, Α. D. Ι.ιΟβ, which said
utter desertion baa continued to the present time,
being for more than three consecutive year»
next prior to tbe lllliig of this libel, since which
Sht
time she bas not seen nor heard from blm.
further alleges that tbe said llbellee has been
of adultery. That tbey bave one child, a
aughter, named Mavla Kattiryn Morton, aged
six years. She further alleges that she bas re
sided In said tillead, In sal<i State of Maine, iii
commence
good faltb, for one year prior to tbe
ment of these proceedings. She further allege·
that tbe residence of the UoelLee Is nut known t<
your libellant, and cannot lie ascertained by
reasonable diligence, us she has diligently sought
to ascertain his residence and fulled.
Wherefore she prays that the bond* of matil·
the aald Ubcllet
mony existing between her and
be dissolved, and the custody of said minor child
decreed to her, and her name be changed tc
Kathryn chattoe.
Dated this 28th day of June. A D 1911.
KaTHKYN CUATTOE MOBTON.

by

welcome to tiie average

Pulp Wood Wanted.

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY.

OF

MAINE.

L

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,
Block,

Pythian

SOUTH PARIS,

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

me.

Building,

PORTLAND,

me.

PIANOS i. ORGANS.

STANDARD
SEWING

DOMINION OF CANADA.
28th June, mi.
Province of Ontario.
before
me, the abovi
Personally appeared
named Kathryn < hattoe Morton and made oatl
made
declaration
that tbe foregoing
by her and
particularly to that part relative to the reel
U
F.
true, am
Morton,
dence of said Emerson
that she baa used reasonable diligence and can
not ascertain bis residence.
T. H. WILSON.
Notary Public.
(•sal)

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

STATE OF MAINE.
Oxford, as.
(SEAL.)
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vocation. )

South Peri"

J

Julv S, A. D. 1911.
Upon thk Fohkgoi.no Libel, OBDEBED
That the Libelant give notice to tbe said Emrrsot
F. Morton, libelee, to appear before the Justice οι
our 8upreme Judlclal Court, to be holden at Parts
within ami for the County of Oxford, on tb<
second Tuesday of October, A. D. 19il, by
publishing an attested copy of said libel am
this order thereon, three weeks successively li
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed ii
Paris, in our County of Oxford, tbe last publl
cation to be 30 days at least prior to said secum
Tuesday of Oct.. 1911, that he may there an<
then In our said Court appear ami answer t<
said libel.
WM. Ρ WHITEHOUSE.
Justice of tbe Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon
Attest. CHABLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

[SEAL.]

Wrioht, Esq.
Attorney for Libit.

James S.

20-11

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice tlmt sh
has l-een duly
appointed administratrix ο
the estate of
THOMAS N. STOWELL late of Parts,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvet
bonds as the law directs. All persons haviiif
demands against the estate of aald deceased ardeslred to present the same for settlement, an
to make pay
all Indebted thereto are
ment Immediately.
Κ TE S. BOUNDS.
WALTEB L.UBAY, Ageut.
July 13th, 1911.

Model "R*

ERE is

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ALFONSO HILTON late of Denmark,

In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given

All person· hnvlug
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of sal·! deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ROSCOE C. HILTON.
July 18th, 1911.

30 IL β»

a

Line of Gars

would

we

recommend to be looked
a

over,

earnestly

if you

are

and

prospective buyer. It is a pioneer
by a concern that has never failed

built

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice thai hi
has been duly appointed administrator of th<
e-tntc of
FEBDINAND P. MACOMUEB late of Dlxllcld
of Oxford,
deceased, am
In tbe County
given bonds as the law directs. All per
sons having demands against the estate of sal
deceased are dealrcd to present the sume for set
tlemcnt, and all Indebted thereto are requester
to make payment Immediately.
JOHN S. HA BLOW.
July 18th, 1911.

^ùtchclL·^
éOxiocd County Aftreû)

requeateA

window, crying bitterly. Suddenly the
NOTICE.
prince felt sorry for the grief he had
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h<
caused her by disappearing, so. seizing
has been duly appointed administrator of tht
the wand and turning his ring, he estate of
BAKER late of Pari·,
Instantly he In the MARIAofK.Oxford,
wished to be with her.
deceased, and glvet
County
stood beside her. aud, throwing his bonds a« the law direct·. All per*ons lmvln,
the estate of said decease·:
demand»
against
arms around her neck, he kissed away are desired to
present the same for aettlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
her tears.
payment Immediately.
Prom that day onward Prince RuWILLIAM E. MORSE.
July 18th, 1911.
pert was never again known to lose
his temper.
NOTICE.

MISTAKEN IDENTITY.

You do not care who invented the cream separator—or
which separator was first in the field.
You want to know which is the best separator today
—which is the most improved.
The United Statea Separator has demonstrated its
absolute and complete superiority over all other separators. It holds the World's Record for close3t

poetry, he still continued bis friendsbli
wltb me. I think most people feared
rather than loved him—certainly inei
did, but women adore i>oete, and the*

work.

—

To the Ho». Claiucnck Hals, Judge of the DUtrlct Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine :

FRRD

fairy godmother

night

SSESSSss
?nK.

of
tree
I on or more of boiling water in which
useful to a bald mnn: coulideuce and
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream
he tablespoonfui of salt has been disforms
that
leave the reddish sulwtunoe
solved. Boil until the starch is clear, Balm if you are troubled with nasal caair
and
take from the fire, strain, and add a lit- tarrh, bay fever or oold in the bead. It
au Irou when it Is exposed to
sensimoisture: to i-uuiplalu und leave to tle bluing water and a tablespoonfui of is purifying and soothing to the
lines the air-passages.
make a low. huuvy. continuous noise kerosene. The oil gives the clothes a tive membrane that
pretty gloss, and the salt prevents the It Is made to overcome the disease, not
like thunder.
to fool the patient by a short, deceptive
starch from sticking to the iron.
relief. There is is no cocaine nor merRiddle and Answer.
STOCKING S IN I'AIRS.
cury in it. Do not be talked into taking
Without the tlmi we'd look very atra&ge;
When soiled stockings are taken off, a substitute for Ely's Cream Balm. All
The «econd la what all want to be;
pin them together with a small safety- druggists sell it. Price 50c. Mailed by
The whole la what ladle» like to carry
pin; these do not rust, and, therefore, Rly Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York.
At a ball, a play or assembly.
not have to brremoved when washed.
do
Anawer. Noaetray.
At the end of a short introductory
Iu this way no stockings are ever mistalk the teacber wrote on the blackboard
laid or lost.
Puzzledom.
Key to
two sentences; one wrong in ayntaz, the
A USEFUL SOAP SHREDDER.
The
No. 1404.—Kiddle: Dreams.
other a misstatement of faota.
a
of
Take
piece
strong tin, pound sentences were:
No. 1405.—Charade*»: 1. But. ton,
nail
all
tack
small
boles
over
then
it,
"The cow has five legs," and "Who
hole—buttonhole. 2. I>am. aye—damfirmly to the sides of two pieces of done It?''
age. 3. Quake, err. s-Quakerem.
at
a
of
wood
tack
leather
;
loop
"William," she said to one of the
Να 14<Hi
changed Initials: Nest. strong
the top by which to hang it up, and you
"go to the board and ahow tb«
pupils,
rest
leat.
zest,
Jest.
peat
Itest. test
will bave a useful soap shredder. Shred- class wherein the fault Ilea."
west.
ded soap dissolves more quickly than
Willie obeyed, and after a moment of
No. 1407.—Double Central Aeroatic: larger pieces.
deep meditation, scrawled, "The cow
F*lfth
Fourth row—Daniel Webster,
didn't done it. God done it."
STARCHING DARK MATERIALS.
row—Edward Everett. Crosswords: 1.
All black lawn, percale, and calico
An ordinary case 5f diarrhoea can, as a
3. Down2. Paradise.
Condemns.
dresses, dark tan aod dark blue ones rule, be cured by a single dose of Cham(».
5 Aspersed.
4. Variance.
ward.
should be dipped in starch in which a
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrbœa
Chaldron. 7. Showered. 8. Grievous. cupful of clear coffee and a lump of
This remedy has no superior
Pre11.
MosH-rose.
white
wax
have
been
boiled. The coffee Remedy.
P. Prel>euds. 10.
for bowel complaints. For sale by all
the
will
to
material the original
tence. 12. Greeting. 13 Courtier.
give
dealers.
dark finish which is so often destroyed
No. 1408.—Pictured Word: Quilting.
and
the
wax
will
prevent
Grocer—"Well, little one, what can I
Concealed Word Square: by washing,
No. 1400.
the starch from sticking to the irons.
do for you?"
Alert, lover, evnde. redan, trend.
Polly—"Please, sir, mamma says will
No. 1410.—Enigma: School
FOR GREASY PIECES.
yon
change a dollar for her, an' she'll
now
Nowhere,
1411.—Riddle:
No.
A tablespoonfui of kerosene added to
you the dollar to-morrow?"
give
here.
the water in which any greasy pieces are
No. 1412.—Dlamoud: 8. apt. spark, to be washed will help materially in reFoley Kidney Pills are composed of inmoving the dirt; rub soap directly on gredients specially selected for their cortry. k.
the worst spots and let the garments rective, healing, tonic, and stimulating
HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLD
soak for a short time in soapsuds to effect upon the kidneys, bladder and
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's which the oil has been added, and then urinary passages. They are antiseptic,
antilUhic and a uric acid solvent. Α. Ε
Honey and Tar Compound will do it. E. wash.
Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chicago,
TO WASH AND IRON TIES.
A Co., Paris.
write·: "I have been greatly troubled
Before sending waah ties to
the
during the hot summer months with
Conductor—1"What has
so that
Fever and And that by using Foley's laundry, baate tbem

Honey and Tar Compound I get great
relief." Many others who suffer similarly will be glsd to benefit by Mr.
Stewart's experience. A. E. Shurtleff
Sumner, tn the County
Stat· of Maine, tn eald Co., Sonth Paria; S. B. Newell A Co.,

Bankrupt. J

Prince Rupert waa the only eon of
tie king and queen of Navarla. He
been
waa twelve years old and bad
One
utterly spoilt by hla parente.
came to him
hla

vas a

ΓοϊβΐΒΓ°»ηά

Browning ■ Great Talker.
If Lord Houghton talked more tbnn
most people he certainly was eclipsed
louder
by Mr. Browning, who spoke
and with greater persistency than any
In my life
one I have ever come across
Although I bad known him as a girl,
we

and gave 11m a ring which if he turn
ed It twice on hla finger and wished at
during the intervening ages passed the same time would enable blm to go
through the various processes until it anywhere be pleased. With the belp
bei unie solid rock.
of this ring she hoped be might find
£onie of these remains, even those the magic mirror, which showed Its
of the oldest .animals, have been dls- possessor any one or anything he
The tub· of rime water were now covpi-ed4julte close to the surface. This wished to see.
ailed for use
because the crust of the earth is
In the morning Prince Rupert asked
»u
the morninK M
like a paper wrapping, folding and his mother for a holiday. She at first
boiled
bMD
tba
J ver, the clothe·
under the pressure of the refused, but be flew into a rage, und
whUe the crumbling
the
then she at once consented, for she
similar articles were pot on gases and fire of the interior, with
to boil.
The first elotbes were soon result that here and there the crust has feared passions were not good for bis
read? for the line, and the washing wee been turned upside down, so that the health. He next, to the queen's hor
ftoished in the early morning houM
lower strata of rock are on top.
ror, put some Jam tarts and strawl>er
tore the heat of the day mad· 1the work
And it is the particular stratum of lies in his pocket and sturted for the
rock that reveals the approximate age 'highest mountain in the land. As hi*
of the animal. Geologists, on examina- reached its summit Rupert was daz
Dart of the boiling of the clothes
tell the age of the rock, which zled
i. nnoocupied tion, can
by a blaze of light, und be did not
gives them'the date at which the ani- see a pink cloud which floated near him
iud as a reeutt the room is
mal flourished.—London Strand Maga- until he heard the voice of a sky nymph
zine.
"
who wus sitting on it calling to him to
le.. taborioo· M» «h» ·"
tmri
up beside her. He did so.
jump
lone in one day.
A Minor Consideration.
she suid. "1 am the nymph of the
relathe
removing iron rust.
It was often remarked by
setting sun; I shall lead you through
Thi· i· sometimes cau«ed by a
tives of Dncle Gideon Dobbs that he the land of sunset, where perhaps you
sal action of soap and bluing when the was a most delightful person to whom
may find the magic mirror."
properly
to confide a cherished ambition or disThe sun had long since descended
whatever the cause, it may
Whether Uncle
achievement.
an
play
Into the sea. and Prince Rupert's litbv applying salt »nd lemon juice to the
was
he
or
not,
understood
fully
Gideon
tle cloud had reached the edge of a
dampened spots and placing in the sun
admirawith
K nee always ready
Dr near the fire for ten minute·.
great gulf of black sky. so the sky
tion or encouragement.
thoroughly.
nymph told bitn he must cross It alone,
When the family received the sumno
as she and her cloud could go
MILDEW.
mons to Inspect young Franklin Dobbs'
Just then the full moon burst
farther.
Give the discolored spot· »n
Invention, the mysterious work which forth In all its splendor, Uluminutlng
tion of common soap followed bj o»
had occupied him for nearly a year,
minarets of
starch rubbed in thoroughly.
Lay the Uncle Gideon was all enthusiasm. lie the countless towers and
Prince Ruarticle in the sun for several hours and
a splendid cloud castle.
entered the room where the invention,
then carefully wash.
his ring twice on bin
turning
pert,
and
a thing of many small wheels
PEACH STAINS.
bars, was placed on a heavy table,
I have found on rubbing glycerine over
stepped up to his nephew and wrung
neach stains on table linen two or th
his hand.
days before washing that the .tain, will
"You've done something to be proud
entirely disappear.
of, my boy." he said cordially. "Ix>ok
FRUIT AND OTHER STAINS.
at all those little wheels, each in its
Pour boiling water through
like clockfruit
proper place and all running
stains, with the material stretched across
Ifs a perfect euccess, my l>oy.
the top of a pan or other
What's It for'/"—
a perfect success.
out tea and coffee stains in cold water
Tenth's
Companion.
Hlnod stains may be removed if the
stained article is put to soak at onoe in
Honest Medicines Versus Fakes.
cold or tepid water.
President Taft's recent message sugINK SPOTS.
gesting an amendment to the Pnre Food
These troublesome «tains may be re- and
Drugs law in its relation to Prepared
moved by an application of equal parts
Medicines, does not refer to such standof citric acid and cream of tartar melted
ard medicines an Foley's Honey and Tar
on a
Mix and rub over the stains
Compound and Foley Kidney Pills, both
and then wash out carefully. In almost
of which are true medicines carefully
i.k win «»»»«·
compounded of ingredients whose mediwithout injury to the color, btalns tbat cinal
qualities are recognized by the
m.y rrqulr.
medical profession itself as the best
treatments before they yield.
known remedial agents for the disease»'
blood stains.
they are intended to counteract. For
three decades Foley's Honey and
On delicato fabrics, blood stains can over
has been a standard
Tar Compound
be removed by the use of
Aocmmeei
remedy for conghs, colds and affections
.» th. .pot with
of the throat, chest and lungs for chilcrushed etarch on it,
"behold τ be μαοιο mibhok."
dren and for grown persons, and it restare
bas been absorbed, scrape off the etarch
tains to-day its pre-eminence above all
wished to be on the flights of
and waRb off that portion of the materl
finger,
other preparations of its kind. Foley
hall
with a damp cloth.
steps leading up to tlie groat
and
effective
are
Pills
equally
Kidney
he wiie tliere, nnd
miscellaneous.
meritorious. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South door. Immediately
In front of him. In a chamber of state,
If garments stained by tar or wagon Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
eut the
King Mentroclus and hit·
are
first
washed
In
cold
grease
the stain· will be eradicated.
"Say, old man, are you anything of a queen. Voluinina, on throues of piled
White
at
dresses can be freed of grass sUln.» by prophet?" asked a business man
up clouds, liefore them danced crowds
basetouching the spots with alcohol before luncheon with a friend during the
of sky nymphs, holding In their hund*
washing. For pitch .tain·, first grease ball season.
clouds wreaths, which they wound
"Well, I onco foretold the death of my around themselves as they glided
with lard and then use soap and cold
water.
Turpentine will also remove office boy's grandmother."
through the mazes of the dance. All
t h η* ft stains.
Cuts and bruises may be healed in eyes were turned on Prince Rupert
A BRUSH FOR THE LAUNDRY.
about one-third tho time required by the but be walked straight up to the klnp
A (Treat deal of wear on clothe· can be usual treatment by applying Chamber- and asked leave to search the palace
and
saved by the use of a small band brush. lain's Liniment. It is an antiseptic
The
mirror.
without In quest of the magic
Instead of rubbing the clothes on the causes such Injuries to heal
went with him.
and
consented
also
relieves
klyg
washboard, lay the soiled spot on the maturation. This liniment
In the first room they entered the walls
board, rub well with soap and scrub with soreness of the muscles and rheumatic were
dealers.
all
drai>ed with a strange gold tapeethe brush. This method is easier on the pains. For sale by
"Long ago," said Mentrofius.
try.
bauds as well as on the clothes. Clothes
in"Do you raise pears in Louisiana?"
"there was a revolution In the moon
rinsed in hard water in which bluing has
médita
the Bishop as be gazed
been dissolved are likely to be streaked, quired
The women were all turned out and
from the oar window.
but all danger of this may be avoided by tlve'y
here to beg the hospitallty
his
fellow
"We do," replied
passenger, came down
adding a cupful of skimmed milk to the "if we have threes
of the cloud king, who shut them up
or better.
bluing water.
in bis room, but they, cutting off their

"No," said the positive girl, "I will
tie myself down to one man."
No. 1420.—Beheading·.
To ons-half pint of starch add gradual"Perbsps." be replied, sarcastically,
Behead not shut and leave somecold water to make a smooth "If I organize a syndicate you will conthing used lu writing: a small shoot ly enough
creamy consistency, then stir this into a sider our offer."
and leave something that is
a

C. wing of
C. MICHAELS of Ruiuford, Is the
and
of
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In District,Oxford,
on
that
respectfully represent· that on the Paris.
•aid DUtrict. respectfully represents,
i'ith day of January, last past, he waa duly
thetwenty-fourth day of Sept.. 1»10, she waaduly
udged bankrupt under the Act· of Congre·· re"What is an anecdote, pa?"
udged bankrupt under the Acts of Coogresj adj
lating to Bankruptcy ; that he ha· duly surrenrelating to bankruptcy ; that «he ha· duly sur dered
"An anecdote, my son, is a short and
all hi· property and righto of property,
rendered all her property and righto of property,
folly complied with all the requirement· fnnny tale which at once reminds the
auu
um iuh;
and baa
compiled wtth all the requirement· and ha# Act·
fully wuipuw
and of the order· of Court touching
r\t uiii
a «'ta *nd
Ami of the
the order»
order* of Court touchlnn
touching of «aid
of wilii Act*
other fellow of a tale which Is neither
hi· bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed short nor funoy."
pray·, that «he may be decreed
the Court to have a fall discharge from all
by the Court to have a full discharge from all by
NEW
GIVE
debts provable against his estate under said SEEMED TO
debt· provable again*t her eatate under aald
Acts, except such debts aa are exbankruptcy
u
an
u
debts
such
bankruptcy Acta, except
STOMACH.
law
from
such
discharge.
cepted by
oepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 17th day of July, A. D. mi.
"I suffered intensely after eating and
Dated thL ISth day of JnlT, A. D. Î911.
FRED C. WING, Bankrupt.
« AN1E C- mcHAELS, Bankrupt.
no medicine or treatment I tried seemed
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
to do any good," writes Η. H. YoungORDER Or NOTICE THEREON.
District or Μ α» κ, m.
peters, Editor of The Sun, Lake View,
Dutrict or Maire, m.
On this Slnd day of July, A. D. 1811, oa read- Ohio.
"The first few doses of ChamberOb this «ml day of July, A. D. 1911. on nail- ing the foregoing petition. It 1·
ing the foregoing petition, It 1·
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had lain'· Stomaoh and Liver Tablets gave
hail
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be
upoa the aame on the M day of Sept.. ▲. D. me surprising relief and the second botupon the same on the l«t day of Sept., A. D. lftl. before «aid Court at Portland, tn said Dis- tle seemed to
give me a new stomach
1911, before aald Court at Portland, la aald DU- trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notrict, at 10 o'clock ta the forenoon; and that doe thereof be published In the Oxford Demo- and perfectly good health." For sale by
Demla
The
Oxford
be
aotlce thereof
published
crat, a newspaper printed la said District, and all dealers.
ocrat, a newspaper printed la aald DUtrict, and that all known creditor·, and other persons in
that all known creditors, and other person· In Intercut, mar appear at the said time and plaoe,
She—Yon deceived me when I marInterest, may appear at the «aid time and place, and «how cause. If any they have, why the
and «how cause, If any they have, why the prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted. ried yon.
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
He—I did more than that. I deceived
And It la further ordered by the Court, That
And It 1· further Ordered by the Court, that the the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credCtork «hall send by mall to all known creditor· itors copie· of said petition and thl· order, ad- myself.
copie· of aald petition and thl· order, addressed dressed to then at their plaoe· of residence as
THOSE WHO TAKE FOLEY KIDNEY
to them at their place· of realdeaoe a» stated.
ilaHil.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
PILLS
witne·· the Hon. Classhcs Hals, Judge of
of the aald Court, and the seal thereof, at Port- the «aid Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
land, la aald District, or the and day of July, la said District, oa the end day of July, ▲. D. For their kidney and bladder ailments,
A. D. 1M1.
and for annoying urinsry irregularities
MU.
JAMES E. HEWST, Clerk.
JAMES R. HRWRY. Clerk.
tv·.]
are always grateful both for the quick
U».J
A true copy of petition aad order thereon.
A tow copy of petition aad order thereea.
Atteel -JAMES E. HEW ET. Clerk.
Aneat! JAMRS R. HRWRY, Clerk. and permanent relief they afford, and
for their tonlo and strengthening effect
as well.
Try Foley Kidney Pills. A.

JANIE

&*ξΡ*ίΆ£
housekeeper

—

GREENHOUSE,

or

Fortunately for the scientists of today, when these animale perished the
rock which holds their remains was
merely soft mud or drifting sand. It
encompuseed the aareuse of the animal,
held it tight from air and water and

Sal

and other bedding Plants
in Pots and Boxes. Also

υ

air.

CLOTHKB.

The manner in wtaloh one

TO

JAMES E. HEWIT, Clark.
À true copY of petition nod onler tbewuo.
At**t -JAMIω I HEWET. Clerk.

Petition for

LUWC8

THE

with

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
District or Maine, es
On this 15th day of July. A. D. 1911, on read
It lalng the foregoing petition,That a hearing be bad
Ordered by the Court.
i*h day of Aug., A. D.
upon the same on the
In Mid Die
1911, before aald Court at Portland,
forenoon; and thai
I rift, at 10 o'clock tn the
Dem
notice thereof be published In the Oxford
lu said District, and
ocral. a newspaper
other
and
persons in
that all known creditors,
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
the pray
ν
have,
If
an
why
they
and show cause.
not be granted.
er of said petitioner snouUi
Thai
the
Court,
1
order»
further
by
1·
It
And
cred
the Clerk (hall «end bjr mall to all known
ad
Itors copie· of said petition and thl· order,
at
dressed to them at tnelr places of residence

CURE

WASHING THK

Lauded down to u.s through all the ages
Luul tlieec remains been exposed to the

Btar®b:

QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

TONIC IN ACTION

HAVK HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
8. A. Datli, 627 Washington St., ConoertTillet
In the matter of
In
Bankruptcy
lad., is in hit 8Sth year. He writes us: "I have
HERBERT L. WOOD.
lately tuOered much from my kiUueys and bladBankrupt. !
I had never· backaches aud my kidney action
der
DisTo Uie Hon. Clirenck Hale, Judge of the
«a· too freinent, cauMuv me to lose much Bleep
DUtrl.
the
for
States
United
the
of
Court
trict
at night, aud in my bladder there was constant
of Maine:
time,
pain. I took Foley Kiduey Pills for someable
L. WOOD, of Rumford In the and um now free
to
of all trouble aud H^ain
Puis
have
County of Oxford, ami State of Maine
my
be up and around. Foley Kidney
that
In said District, respectfully represents,
recommendation.''
kigheet
on the let h
lay of July, l'.'lo, he was duly ad
South Parle.
of Con· A. E. 9HUKTLEITF A|CO.,
Judged bankrupt, urnier the Act·
Parle.
that he ha- 9. E. NEWELL A CO.,
grew relating Co Bankruptcy;
anil rights of
hi*
all
surrendered
property
•July
with all the
property, ami baa fully complied the
orders of
requirement· of said Act· and of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
creed by the Court to nave a full (Uncharge from
against hi· estnte under said
all debts provable
A-«a- «»'«>·>♦ «"«'Κ litiKU IU ΑΡΑ β*.
t»ankrui>tcy Act·, except »uch debu as are ex
ceiited by law from such 'Uncharge.
Dated this loth day of July, A. D. 1911.
HERUERT L. WOOD, liankrupt.

Helps HrW·* D«y.

"dc£.t"

Discharge.

Petition for

""■· "·

QUEST OF THE
MAGICMIRROR

Γί,.£.. UuUwd

Maine.

Pari·,

Rocks In Which They Are Preserved
Uonote Their Age.
Fu-.ssll remains of prehistoric animals
would nol have been preserved and

nîate?

60

At T. ¥■

PHEHISTORIC ANIMALS.

to
ment to

every

Holt Brother*
Proprietor·

FOR

give honest value and fair, square treat-

owner.

If interested let

us

ORCHARD GARAGE
SPRING

1000

AND

talk with you.
DIXFIELD,
MAINH

SUMMER.

Samples.

take your order NOW for tlie Latest
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in wliite
Let

us

Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
Waistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
and

The most famous of all cases of mistaken Identity is that of Lesurques,
charged with the robbery and murder
PROBATE NOTICE·.
of the courier of the Lyons mail, the
^
Interested In either of the estates
Incidents of which were woven loto To
hereinafter named :
the old dramatic play "The Lyons
At a Probate Court, hel l at Paris, In and for
MAIN*.
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday uf NORWAY,
Mail."
July, In the year of our Lord one thourund
Lesurquetj was positively identified nine hundred and eleven. The following matter
as a man who had traveled by the mall having been presented for the action thereupon
FOR SALE.
hereinafter Indicated, it la hereby OrdebkI) :
coach, and be was In due course conThat notice thereof be given to all persona InThree acre· o( land in South Pari·
of
a
this
order
to
be
terested,
by
causing copy
victed.
Yet at the eleventh hour a
published three weeks successively In the Ox- mostly In small fruit*.
Green gray birch cord woo<l.
Frontage an<
woman came into court and declared ford Democrat, a
newspaper published at South
that they may appear at a bouts Iota on both Pleasant and Oar;
his innocence, swearing that the wit Paris, In said County,
Probate Court to be held at Rum fora, on tht
Β. M. GREELA «
Ooo and one-half acres rasp
nesses had mistaken him for another, third Tueadavof Aug., A. D. 1911, at 9 of the Streets.
clock
In
the
and
be
one-half
hsard
acre
if
thereon
berrlea,
Ac
forenoon,
strawberries,
Duboacq, whom he greatly resembled. they see causeR. F. D. 2, South Paris, Me.
17M CHANDLER SWIFT, South Paris.
She was the confidant of one of the
Webstar late of 8umner, deceased ;
Abigail
gang who bad planned and carried out first account presented for allowance by Will
NOTICE.
NOTICE.
«h·» ht
the robbery. But her testimony, al- V. Bedding, administrator.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that hi
hereby girt* nolle* of U*
ha·
been
Lester
E.
Keith
executor
of
las
other
confedlate
of
tbe
«ppolntfti administrator
duly appointed
Canton, dcccated ;
though corroborated by
first account presented for allowance by Heber will and testament of
«MUUeof
erates, was rejected, and Lesurques re- U. Allen, administrator.
"· WITIIAM let.·of Part».
C.COLUMUU3 MAUSH late of Dlxtlel'l,
»o
gtm
In tbe County οf Oxford, deceased. and glvei In th.
ot °*'onl. decea·*.!,
ceived sentence of death.
Lesurques
h^iBi
Cyrus W. Bartlett late of Dlxfield, de- bond· as tbe law direct·. AN
£mi! S^>Vilr. i,lrecu· A"Ml·!Krwn·
«*
bavloi
.leciMft
died protesting bis Innocence to the ceased; flrat and flnal account presented for al- demand· anlnat tbe eatete of persons
u
of
the
eatate
dtcaasei
aald
aad
for settlement,
.u3£?·.
are dealrea to prcaeut tbe aanie for aettle
Pour years elapsed before Du lowance by Susan B. Bartlett, executrix.
lust.
P"
to œtii
ment, and all Indebted thereto ara requested h ΙιμΓ?
Parley Johmson late of Mexico, deceased; make
boscq was captured. In the Interval first
payment Immediately.
and final account presented for allowanoe
8. WRtUUT.
JAMES
1911.
C.L.DILLINGHAM
othersi of the gang bad passed through by George C. Wing, administrator.
Joly 18th, 1911.
July imb,
the hands of the police, but the prime
Ulllaa β. Buck late of Buckfleld, deceas2VOTICK.
NOTICE.
M
Even ed; petition for determination of collateral Inmover was only now taken.
The subscribers hereby give notice that tbe;
The aubicrlber hereby
of &
heritance tax presented by James S. Wright,
have been duly appointed executora of tbe laal ha» be*n duly appointe»· »«.mtDUtr*w
then he twice escaped from prison. executor.
will and lentement of
When finally be was put on his trial
A. Fred Haraaett late of Maiden, CommonG. N'CHOLS
ELIJAH K. KKDELL, late of Audover,
and the Judge ordered a fair wig; such wealth of Massachusetts, deceased; copy of In tbe County of Oxford, deceased. All persona In the County of Oxford,
bJrtàl
will and petition for probate thereof pretexted having demand· again·! tbe estate of aald de bond, as the law dlrecu. All
as Lesurques had worn, to be placed
oeaaed an desired to preeent the same for settle- demands against the (·*·*« J.JT for "β*
by Mabel R. Hamnett.
likeness
was
»
the
his
on
head,
strange
ment, and all Indebted theruto are nxjneated to
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of aald Court.
make payment Immediately.
He denied his

alfpersons

New Spring Fabrics, at

MERRITT WELCH,
For Sale.

h.ÎhfUUt>icl?,*r

i"*"®
iMmln
7?V™*1"«beMRie

"τΚΑΝΚ

Immediately apparent
but was convicted and guillotined. Thus two men suffered for one

guilt

A true conv—aoekt:

PM

July 18th. 1911.

YOUNG A. THURSTON.

ALÎCK B. THURSTON.

liteoflrtii'i1·^
perjon.^J

i'writf.r».-'
"is, Κ Ml.'""'

